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EASTERN ILLit •OIS UNIVERSITY 
Charleston, Illinois 
ART TATE, Assistant Director, University Relations 
Office: (217) 581-5981 - Home: (217) 348-7553 
87-124 DEC 3 0 1987 ~ 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
MORE THAN 700 EIU STUDENTS ON FALL DEAN'S LIST 
>-~ CHARLESTON, IL.--More than 700 Eastern Illinois University 
c:::» ~ students have been named to the dean's list for the fall semester. 
1m~ To be named to the dean's list, a student must be in the 
p-- . .J 
;::;: top 10 percent of his or her college and maintain a 3.50 grade 
point average or better on a 4.0 scale, while carrying a full 
course load. 
The same eligibility requirements apply to students with 
undeclared majors and those enrolled in the Board of Governors' 
Bachelor of Arts degree program. 
-more-
' , 
; . , j I ,.._ 
ADD 1/1/1/1 DEAN'S LIST 
Students from EIU's six colleges (Applied Sciences, Arts 
and Sciences, Business, Education, Fine Arts and Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation) are included on the dean's list. 
-30-
NOTE TO EDITORS: Enclosed is a printout of EIU students named 








BAOOKS PA TA J CK A 
NAFTZ«<EA DAAAEN DALE 
REHMER SUSAN MAAIE 
&.ON~ MICHELLE A 
ROCHE DANIEL .ID ... 
SLOAN ~OHN PATAICK 
MARl~ LINDA MERRY 
EIIPE NARY .lEAN 
KEOUGH BEVEALT LYNN 
KEOU4itt STEVEN F 
eMRETT NOAA C 
DUNCAN .MillE S DAVID 
( EOME NICHAB. ~ 
VANEK MARY ALICE 
.. AZ DeNISE LYNN 
.YNSZA MELISSA L 
'MLI~URSKI AICHAAD ~ 
A .... IO CO .. UE A 
KL.aiN DM.IE A 
•OKZYNSKI G..*IDIA N 
AIIDI!RSON NAA~ET • 
KMIIHSI •ICHAEL 0 
... HLLA .IOHN F 
STREET 
3 752 CHEAR Y HILL OR 
11851 ALIMNY AD 
58 .OOOVIEW 
1515 Se DOUGLAS 
1511 Ne HI CKOAY 
224 S HAAV AAD 
726 S HIGHLAND 
~00 ELA IQ 
PeDe BOX 385 
965 MARTINGALE DR 
965 MARTINGALE OA 
1511 liTH AYE 
I 77 S BARRON ST 
2155 II 120TH ST 
2•29 PRAIRIE ST 
3•27 PRAIRIE 
1261 AADCL IFFI! 
1062 HIDDEN LAKE DA 
707 STANFORD LANE 
7505 LOCKWOOD 
6515 We S!ND ST 
621 UNI STEE 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UMIYI:I 
DEAN• 5 LIST FDA F I' 
ZIP CODE GA·· I 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
FLOSSMOOR IL 60422 
ALBANY IL 6l230 
ALGONQUIN IL 60102 
AALe HTS. IL 60005 
ARLIN~TON HTS IL 6000. 
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60005 
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60005 
BARRINGTON IL 60010 
BARRINGTON HLSIL 60010 
BAAILETT IL 6010~ 
BARTLETT IL 60103 
BELVIOEAE IL 61008 
BENSENVILLE JL 60106 
BLUE ISLAND IL 60.06 
BLUE ISLAND IL 60.06 
BROOKFIELD IL 6051~ 
BUFFALO GROVE IL 60089 
BUFFALO GROVE IL 60089 
BUFFALO GAOVE IL 60089 
BURBANK IL 60.59 
BURBANK IL 60459 
CALUIIET CITY IL 60409 
498 TIN8ERAIDGE •205 CAROL STAEA• IL 60188 
6207 N .. PPLE 
4305 W 8aD ST 








BOOKER SYNITA M 
CORNELL CAROL 
DAHLBERG JENNIFER A 
DASSINGER KRISTEN M 
OASSINGER PATRICIA A 
FINAN DONALD STUART 
FREDERICK CONSUELO V 
ADDEN MOLLY E 
MULCHAONE THOMAS G 
NAVARRO SHARON ROSE 
PIECHOCKI DAWN MARIE 
UPJL0111SKI PAUL E 
BAYER HEIDI ~ARIN 
LEE .IOHN MATTHEW 
AUHE JEFF B 
NCCORMIC~ .-MES P 
A AND ALL RANO I 
HANBACK LORI RENEE 
( KOONS DAVID MATTHEW 
( MAYER KATHLEEN MARIE 
ROSE TANJA MICHELLE 
HANNON CYNTHIA JANE 
REBELLO JOSEPH LEO 
FAKLES TRACY SUSAN 
KOUTNIK LVNUETTE ANN 
NEYER .IENNI~EA .lEAN 
SCARPELLI DfBORAH L 
. STREET 
5812 S WINCHESTER 
2021 W TOUHY AV 
13~0 N MASON 
1330 N MASON 
6729 E END APT 20 
91 I 7 S LEAVITT 
1282• NAAOUETTE 
10229 S SPRINGFIELD 
9529 S MANISTEE 
161 SERENA OR 
12 1 1 OTTO BLVD 
370 N COOLIDGE 
2321 GREENWOOD AV 
97 •ILLOW BROOK fA 
185 BERKSHIRE DR 
4216 CONNECTICUT TR 
859 BAAL IN A AD 
1048 BARLI NA AD 
lOt CHARTER ST • 
1100 GREENVIEW 
.926 BRYAN PLACE 
5.00 PARK AYE 
6530 BRIARGATE 
4516 PERSHING 
EAST-RN IUtNUIS UNIVEJ 
D' LIST FOR FALL I' 
ZIP COOE GHOUP I 
CITY-STATE LIP 
CHICAGO IL 60636 
CHICAGO IL 60629 
CHICAGO JL b0645 
CHICAGO IL 60651 
CHICAGO IL 60651 
CHICAGO IL 6(1655 
CHICAGO IL 60649 
CHICAGO IL 60655 
CHICAGO JL 60620 
CHICAGO IL 60633 
CHICAGO IL 60642 
CHICAGO IL 60611 
CHICAGO-NT$ IL 60411 
CHICAGO HTS IL 60411 
CHICAGO HTS JL 60411 
CRETE IL 60417 
CRETE IL 6041, 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 6001. 
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014 
OEKALB IL 60115 
DES PLAINES IL 60016 
DO•NERS GAOVE IL fl0515 
DOWNERS ~DYE IL 60515 
DOWNERS &ROVE IL 60516 






u .. oo-465 
• ~/20.181 
SNEA MARY ELLEN 
SINNICK ~ENIFEA LYNN 
HOSTER TIMOTHY ~AMES 
ANDERSON MARY LISA 
IKJS'IAN GA \'L E RENEE 
POLYAK SHANNON LINN 
HAACKER DENEEN 0 
MARKES£ ANTHONY L 
RICHTER MARGARET M 
AUGUSTYN ~AMES ALAN 
KLOSE ANDRE• ·BAlAN 
MAN MARGARET C 
MARREN ANN THERESA 
MARTIN ~OSEPH M 
•ALTHEA CARLA SUE 
.YATT TOOO H 
8URKE M ICHo\EL ~AMES 
BURNS MAUREEN T 
DOLAN ~OA ... E 
PRAZIER ~AY MITCHELL 
MILLER HOU.Y SUE 
GORSKI KRISTINE ANN 
GUSTAFSON A88E LYNN 
TEEALINCK BRENT ALAN 
LUCZAK STACEY MARIE 
CORNELIUS DONNA KAY 
ZIP CODE GROUP 1 
STREET CITY-STATE 
400 VALLEY VIE• OR OO•NERS GROVE IL 60516 
2811 HITOfCOCK OOtfNEAS GROVE IL 60515 
16 HICKORY HOLLOtf OR DUNDEE IL 60118 
325 • CHIPPEtfA DtfiGHT IL 60420 
801 S SUNSET OR IL 60420 
ELBURN IL 60119 
127 N AIRLITE ELGIN IL 60123 
43 GRANGE RD ELK GROVE IL 60007 
188 8RANDI' •INE ELK GROVE VIL IL 60007 
658 SPRI~ AD ELMHURST IL 60126 
405 ALEXANDER BLVD ELMHURST IL 60126 
840 CAMBRIDGE AV ELMHURST IL 60126 
635 CAOCKE TT ST ELMHURST IL 60126 
2l3 EVERGREEN ELMHURST IL 60126 
225 PICK ST ELMHURST JL 60126 
398 SHADY LANE ELMHURST IL 60126 
255 E VALLETTE ELMHURST IL 60126 
2840 • 99TH ST EVERGREEN PK IL 60642 
8907 SACRAMENTO EVERGREEN PK IL 60642 
9609 S HMOING EVERGREEN PK IL 60642 
848 CiiARDIE A AD FLOSSMOOR IL 60422 
744 BURNS AVE FLOSSMOOR IL 60422 
2901 LARKSPUR LANE FREEPORT IL 61032 
663 • CLEVELAND FREEPORT IL 61032 
401 S CENTER ST GENESEO IL 61254 
2240 NEtfPORT GENEVA IL 60134 
GERMAN VAl.LEY IL 61039 
12/20/87 
NAME STREET Cl TY-S ZIP 
GEORGE JULIE ANN 132 KENIUfORTH GLEN ELLYN IL COl.JI 
KOVICH KRISTINE L 22.474 AT 53 GLEN ELLYN IL COl .H 
KRENZ ANNETTE MARIE 789 PLEASANT GLEN ELLYN IL 60l.J7 
COMPAGNONI MARCELLA 721 FITZHENRY CT IL 60425 
MURTHA MARY KAY H 1820 DELANY 1211 GURNEE IL 60031 
ANDERSON MICHELLE M 5440 MARTIN LN HANOVER PARK IL 60103 
ENGLBRECHT MIKE LEE 703 OLD OACHARD HARVARD IL 60033 
CAMP JEFF S 16000 LOE AVE HARVEY I L 60426 
EISAMAN REGE SCOTT 3416 CHESTNUT OR HAZEL CREST IL 60429 
AREK STEVE E 8823 NIDA CT HICKORY HILLS IL 604~7 
KELLUM RONALD ... 1361 CAVEl.L HIGHLAND PK IL 60015 
MCHUGH HOLLY MARIE 620 MESA 114-211 HOFFMAN EST IL t>O l 94 
MUHR JEFFREY SCOTT 715 AUDUBON ST HOFFMAN EST lL 601')4 
MURPHY llSHA ANN 4150 OHARE DR HOFFMAN EST IL 601'>15 
SCHUENEMAN PATRICIA 500 AUDOOON ST HOFFMAN EST lL 601<J4 
l DAESCHLER BRIAN •M 209 BROKeR ITASCA lL 6014.1 
HINZE SARA M~RlE 703 TIMBERLINE DR JOLIET lL tl04 J., 
( 
NORTON SCOTT MICHAEL 305 MAPLE LANE JOLIET lL (>04 35 
BRUZAN VINCENT N 1034 MEAOOWCREST LAGRANGE IL t>0525 
TROYER CURTIS ROBERT 249 E WOOOLAND AD LAKE BLIEF IL 60044 
ARNSMEIER BRUCE ALAN 22 LINCOLN LAKE IN HILLS lL 60102 
DIEBEL RICHARD E Ill LANSING IL 604 36 
~AFALSKI MICHELE M 18518 CHRISTINA DR LANSING I L 604 38 
SAl.MONS SHERRY 0 19135 •ILDWOOO LANSING lL 60438 
FITZGERALD MICHAEL ~ 705 E 127TH ST LEMONT lL 60439 
•HALEY DIANE 0 263 TYLER CT LIBERTYVILLE IL 60048 
HENRIKSON MATTHE• S 5841 PRINCE CT LISLE IL 60532 




LOVETT SCOTT .J 
IIANN .JENNIFER LEIGH 
AOSTAN STEVE ANTHONY 
AANEY LESLIE BETH 
COZZI DIANE C 
4il.YNN ANN MARIE 
HEINTZ DION RICHARD 
HAOUDA FAAHK L II I 
RENCH DAVID .JOHN 
IONS TIMOTHY ROBERT 
AMDEASON LAURA E 
ROBINSON CHRISTINE L 
BOECKER SANDRA LY .. N 
._......, .IEAALO M 
4iOAOOH 8RIAN .JOHN 
ONES KENDRA .JEAN 
SCHMITZ KARLA KAY 
FAANK EAIC MATTHE• 
MORTON .IOSEPH .JOHtf 
.I AMI BAUCE DAY ID 
••o DAVID .JOHN 
•INICEA .MJIES 8EANAAO 
A .. ERSEN SHEA I LINN 
DEAN'S LIST FOR ~ALL &~o 
ZIP CODE GROUP 1 
STREET CITY-STAT£ ZIP 
6391 NEW ALBANY AD LISLE IL 60532 
2380 TAN<;LEWOOO LISLE IL 60532 
569 REDwOOD LANE LISLE IL 60532 
AT 2 BOX •1 l!UST LOCKPORT IL 60••1 
510 S GRACE LOMBARD IL 601•8 
111 E ASH ST LOMBARD IL 601•8 
730 S CHARLOTTE LOMBARD IL 60148 
223 N GAAF IELD ST LOMBARD IL 60148 
233 W WILLOW LOMBARD IL 60148 
118 W BERKSHIRE LOMBARD IL 60148 
2 S 221 HAMPTON LOMBARD IL 60148 
PO BOX 82 LOSTANT IL 61334 
4325 CENTER AVE LYONS IL 60534 
565 STANFORD OR MARENGO IL 60152 
IL 60448 
12 GREEN BRIAR AD MONTGOMERY IL 60538 
1353 PARK BLVD MORAIS IL 60450 
204 MABEL CT A3 MORAIS IL 60450 
110 SHEA .COD PL MORAIS IL 60450 
8626 SCHOOL S T MORTON GROVE IL 60053 
1•19 AEDWOD DA MT PROSPECT IL 60056 
1742 CARIB LN MT PROSPECT IL 60056 
107 N KENIL.OATH MT PROSPECT IL 60056 
1010 GREENFIELD LN MT PROSPECT IL 60056 
911 S SCHlOL ST llffe PROSPECT IL 60056 
24 WAXWING AVE NAPEAVILLE IL 60565 




NAME STREET CITY-STATE 
FERRERI PAUL ANDREW 713 JEFFERSON NAPERVILLE 
GASKINS GIMI AAYE 122 STRATFORD CT NAPERVILLE 
GELLER HARRY LEE 1412 •tLCREST AD NAPERVILLE 
HEBEDA DAVE M 61 STARLING LN NAPERVILLE 
ONERGAN JOHN p 1945 TRAILS END CT NAPERVILLE 
MALLORY JENNIFER L 192 CASSIN AD NAPERVILLE 
NOTHACKEA KRISTINE A 76 STARLING LN NAPERVILLE 
SCH.EIK KAREN LOUISE 30 WEST 12TH AV NAPERVILLE 
SONESON ERIC A 494 A AlYEA BEND AD NAPERVILLE 
•lUSIN PAMELA ANN 95252 NAPER SLVO NAPERVILLE 
VASKO PATRICIA LY~HE 1528 AZTEC CIRCLE NAPERVILLE 
ZA.J ICEK DEBRA SUE l 729 WARBLER OR NAPERVILLE 
GAAOY MARK ANTON 1223 WHITINGHAM CR NAPEAVILLLE 
WIELAND DARYL LEE 206 E WOODLAWN NE• LENOX 
GUERRIERI JEAHA A 8522 N OKETO AV NILES 
MUNOA JENNIFER LYNN 3127 21ST PL NO CHICAGO 
315 REO OAK AD NORTHBROOK 
MCKEON MAUREEN L 2160 LANDWEHR AD NORTHBROOK 
BAO•N DANIEL JAMES 16405 LAIMA LN OAK FOREST 
ME&.L DARREN MICHAEL 1 50 36 MENA AD ST OAK FOREST 
!CHNE IDER MARK J 5150 • 1"9TH ST OAK FOREST 
STEDMAN ROBERT CARL 5143 DEE ... ATH AD OAK FOREST 
VENTIMIGLIA ANTHONY 6037 EL IClARO LANE OAK FOREST 
KANHO STEPHANIE A05E 312 S LOfleARD OAK PARK 
VERDUN DANIEL PAUL 210 W HAMILTON ST ODELL 
MATTESON JOYCE E 215 S WOODLAND OGLESBY 
HARKEY JANICE LYNN 1225 TODD AD OHIO 
































HAtltSEL KE I T H 0 
.JONES TRACY LEE 
•AY ALLAN LEROY II 
8AO~ KRISTIN KAY 
GORDON CATHLEEN ANN 
HOLSCt«JH NANCY K 
ILGIOAE DANIEL ... 
KLOCK KIMBERLY ANNE 
QUARTETTI DOUGLAS A 
PETERSON CAROLYN .J 
CAVANAUGH RHONDA L 
PETERSON KIMBEA&..Y S 
SA&..IGEA OAYIO .J 
TAYLOR SHANNYN MARIE 
GARB.. INS EL I,ZABETH 
SCH.JNN SUZANNE M 
PROHASKA KATHAA INA E 
SKILL KELLY ANN 
COOK ELDON CHARLES 
0 IPPONG LISA HANOAE 
FIORI SUZANNE MARIE 
IU£F ANN MARIE 
T AUSCHEA SUE ANN 
•OLFAAM SHAA I LYNN 
8URCHEAT .JULIE ANN 
tatGUIST GAYLENE M 
BOHAN RICHARD GLEN 
CANJLLO MICHAEL S 
STREET 
AT 25 BOX 734 
758 FORT ST 
759 .HI TQJMB 
832 N GLa.N DR 
936 TOPANGA DR 
701 DEER AUN 
1051 PLATE OR 
2020 CREST•OOD LANE 
12536 S MEADE AVE 
12757 OAK PARK AVE 
12536 S MEADE 
215 EARLY ST 
.362 DoG•ooD 
125 S GAEE N•OOO 
430 S CHESTER 
917 S CRESCENT 
501 MANOA OR 
21 N GOSSE 
802 OLD •ILLO• •215 
707 GLENDALE AVE 
5644 KNOLL •ooo RD 
6428 OLD RIVER AD 
1812 MAPLE AVE 
3216 BROOKMEAOE 
3862 VALERIE AD 
1047 E 161 ST 
121 aox•ooD OR 
ZIP CODE GROUP l 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
OS•EGO 
OTTA•A IL 61350 
PALATINE IL 60067 
PALATINE IL 60067 
PALATINE IL 60067 
PALATINE IL 60067 
PALATINE IL 60067 
PALATINE IL 60067 
PALOS HGTS IL 60463 
PALOS HTS IL 60463 
PALOS HTS 
PARK FOREST IL 60466 
PARK FOREST IL 60466 
PARK RIDGE IL 60068 
PARK RIDGE IL 60068 
PAAKRIDGE IL 60068 
PEOTONE IL 60468 
PRINCETON IL 61356 
PROSPECT HTS IL 60070 
ROCKFORD IL 61108 
ROCKFORD IL U 107 
ROCKFORD IL 61103 
ROCKFORD IL 61111 
ROLLING MD•S IL 60008 
ROSCOE IL 61073 
S HOLLAND IL 60473 





FEELEY KATHERINE E 
FEELEY SUSAN MARY 
LECLAIRE DANIEL N 
MANISCO SANDRA LYNN 
MASCIA PATRICIA M 
NE.MAN PATRICIA L 
GROHOLSKI JEAN A 
LOFLAND KENNETH ROBT 
BRUCKI DOUGLAS J 
LINDENBERG KRISTEN M 
SMITH MICHAL REA 
THEISSING MARCUS E 
•ELDEN PEGGY SUE 
PROSE LYNDA M 
HIGDON MARY FRANCE5 
NUCCIO BLAIR S 
LULICH RONALD GUY 
NOLAN TIMOTHY G 
CHLE.ITT LORA DIANE 
SMILGIUS AMY LYNN 
HUDSON JEAN B 
HYLAND ELIZABETH A 
MARK.IESE JAMES T 
STENZEL MARCIA L 
BROWNE JEFFREY ALAN 
DI:.AN• ~ t...•~• ~ -~ 
ZIP corE CiROUP 1 
STREET CITY-STATE ZIP 
1222 ALLISON LN SCHAUMBURG IL 60194 
1222 ALLISON LN SCHAUMBURG IL 60194 
327 ASHWOOD OR SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 
1919 PRAIRIE SQ •212 SCHAUMBURG IL 60173 
1305 ELGIN LANE SCHAUMBURG IL 60194 
1332 SHARON LN SCHAUMBURG IL 60193 
171 E LIN:OLN ST SENECA IL 613t>O 
1112 VALENCIA OR SHOREWOCO IL 60436 
8b33 N La.G AVE SKOKIE IL 60077 
RR 1 SPRING VALLEY IL 61301 
554 S 14TH ST ST CHARLES IL 601 74 
1905 PLEASANT AVE ST CHARLES IL 60174 
514 S lOTH AVE ST CHARLES IL 60174 
7692 CRESTVIE• STILLMAN VLY IL 61084 
800 HAY.ARD AVE STAEAN.OOD IL 60103 
919 1/2 WEANILLION STREATOR IL 61364 
7218 • 62HO PL SUMMIT IL 60501 
64 INOIA*OOO THORNTON IL 60476 
17119 S 67TH CT TINLEY PARK IL 60477 
7529 NOTTINGHAM OR TINLEY PARK IL 60477 
61 17 LAURA LANE Tl NLEY PARK IL 60477 
25 SO ILLINOIS AVE VILLA PARK lL 60 l til 
29.400 BUTTERNUT LN WARRENVILLE IL 60555 
308 STEWART IL 600t15 
RR 1 •ENOHA IL 61377 
351 CHURCH ST •esT CHICAGO IL 60165 
12.120.187 
NAME STRE- CITY-STATE ZIP 
• STE.JSKAL NANCY ANN 1423 HULL AVE •ESTCHESTER IL 60153 
• 
!TE.JSKAL NANCY ANN 1423 HULL AVE •ESTCHESTER IL 60153 
YOUNG MICHAEL L .JA .Jqos LA liN AVE •ESTERN SPRGS IL 60558 
• DOERR .JOHN Ill ILL I AM 1575 WAO.._M IIHEATON IL 60187 
• 
FRITSCH CAROL LYN 1.555 BURNING TRAIL IIHEATON IL 60187 
SAUEAMAN FAITH ANN 1015 N SCOTT ST •HEATCN IL 60187 
• SCHEOLER STEPHANIE .J 138 LORRAINE AD •HEATON IL 60187 
• 
SCHUTT RICHARD E .JR 716 BRIDLE LN •HEATON IL 60187 
SERFLING .JOHN LLOYD 1089 CREEKSIDE OR •HEATON IL 60187 
• THEALL TINA MICHELLE Fl212 ANCI-«JR OR •so• •HEATON IL 60187 
• 
TRUITT MARIA E 1304 BfHGiTON OR WHEATON IL 60187 
MARABELLA KATHLEEN M 340 S WHEELING AV •HEELING IL 60090 
• GIERUT LYNETTE M 8404 CROIIN CIRCLE WILLO• SPRGS IL 60480 
• 
.JALOVEC MICHAEL T 6340 AMERICANA •418 •ILLO.BROOK IL 60514 
KELLY .JAMES F 1401 SHERIDAN .ILMETTE IL 60091 
c MELUM KENT ERIC OS612 WY,.,. 000 RO WINFIELD IL 601SO 
t MURPHY CARRIE LYNN 501 OfERPATH OR IIINTHROP HRBR IL 60096 
KACZMAREK KEVIN M 2204 APACHE LN WOOOR lOGE IL 60517 
( MEYERS BETH ANN 2216 EVERGREEN LN WOODRIDGE IL 60517 
FELTZ CAARIE BETH 86 PARKWAY OR YORKVIU.E IL 60560 











PINFaOCK ~OHN DAVID 
NeiSCHMIDT THOMAS A 
L.ue& 00111 S A 
T ..... LCIIU A 
KSMELL KIMIIEAL Y KAY 
80MNE K~VIN GEORGE 
•.-EaT .IEFFA~Y L 
CMI .. l K£NOAA CiA Y 
STEINER QUIIIN LANE 
81AUCMAIIP 80HNU C 
PAIN ELAINE M 
HUDSON H ... l A 
TALIDTT MARILYN KAY 
OEAN•S LIST ~OR fALL 19 
ZIP COO£ COA01 . .,. 2 t 
STREET Cl TY-STATE ZIP • 
AT 2 BOX 259 ALTAMONT IL 62411 
• 
111 OAK ST ALTAMONT IL 62411 
PeOe BOX 27 ALTAMONT IL 62411 
AA 3 BOX 101 ALTAMONT IL 6241& 
225 E OAKe BOX 151 AT.OOD IL 6l9l3 
93J • MAD& SON AUBURN JL 62615 
620 • .leFFERSON AUBURN u.. 62615 
IL 62618 
• 
201 MAIZEFIELD AVE BLOOMINGTON IL 61'701 
I 1 NOABLC» M BLOOMINGTON IL 61701 
221 IMPERIAL DR BLOOMINGTON IL 61701 • 
3B4 STRAfFORD CT BOURBONNAIS IL ()0914 
• 630 B I SA ILL ON BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 
AT I BOX 76 BROCTON IL 61917 • 
A A 2 SOX .)4 CABERY IL 60919 
CARLINVILLE IL 62626 
PeOe BOX lZ CASEY IL 62420 I 
AT 2e BOX l54B CASEY IL 62420 
AT 3e BOX 60 CASEY JL 62420 
6N• 4 ST CASEY IL 62420 ( 
AT 2 e BOJl 204A CASEY IL 62420 
AA 3 IDJl 161 CASEY IL 62420 
AT 2 BOX e9 CASEY IL 62420 
6 VIE• POINT DR CATLIN IL 61817 
820 • ¥EaMILJONe8~ CATLIN IL 61817 
160'7 CMO.YN OA CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 
1809 C YPIIf SS DR CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 
NAME STREET CITY-STATE ZIP 
GERLACH LINDA ~AAIE 1737 •£STHAYEN OR CHANPAI~H 1L 61820 
KENNEN CHRISTINE A 2101 GEOAGETO-.. CIA CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 
MORLEY FELICIA ANNE 204 E CLARK ST CHAMPAIGN IL 61820 
• ISNER .ICJ SEPH SCOTT 2l07 GLENJAK CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 
ARMSTRONG MAASHA M 902 MADISON CHARLESTON IL 61920 
BARR KAR I LYNN AT le BOX 25~A CHARLESTON IL 61920 
BEAVERS DENNIS 0 1809 CLEVELAND CHARLESTON IL 61920 
BEHNKE MARK C 2012 liTH ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
EEATHOLO TRACY SUE 912 FULLER CHARLESTON IL 61920 
BEST BARBARA A 2014 MEAOO• LAKE DR CHARLESTON IL 61920 
BIGGS ANNE ELIZABETH RT 4e BOX 10 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
BREIG ANNA K 521 HALL COURT CHAALESTGN IL 61920 
BYLAK JOSEPH A 811 MONA~ •2 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CROUSE MARY KlRSTfW 1807 REYNOLDS CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CAOY DEBRA OEE 680 14TH ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
DICKE JAMES DEAN ll20 B ST CHAAI..ESTDN IL 61920 
ERVIN-SIMS DEBRA ANN RTE -4 BOX 249 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
ETHRIDGE KAREN .J 2103 UNIYERISTY DR CHARLESTON IL 61920 
fUDE~IS ALISON L 1537 1ST ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
EVERETT SHAROLYN J l 815 BAKER OR CHAALESTCN IL 61920 
FAIRES CATHERINE ANN Ct28 UTH ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
FLANDERS JOANNA C UNIV APT ~3 S 4TH CHARLESTON IL 61920 
FLYHN SEAN F AT 5e HICkORY RID~ CHARLESTON IL 61920 
FREEMAN GAYLE S 1834 A DQIGLAS CHARLESTON IL 61920 
HARRELL JESSIE A UNIV APT 46 S 4TH CHARLESTON IL 61938 
HEATH KELLY AHN 1520 .IACKSON CHARL!STClN IL 61920 
t£UEA .JANNA LEIGH 300 HARRISON AWE •2 CHAAL!STCN IL 61920 
~IO,o-465' 
&2.120;, • ., 
NAME 
HUTCHCRaFT MARCUS T 
INGRAM .MlSEPH L 
KRANE A Ll AHE J 
LATEEF AEZWAN A 
L INDGAEN MICHAEL S 
LUCIDO MICHELLE T 
MILLER SCOTT A 
MOORE CATHERINE SUE 
NIELSEN AlTA IRENE 
NY~EYA KIN A 
PEARCY LINOA S 
PIERSON EMILY JANE 
ttoTSCH J0*NA L 
PAOCTOA NECiAN ANNE 
QUINN WALTER JANES 
RUDOELL CRIST& L'IMC 
SCHMITZ TI~OTH'I JOHN 
!•JTH NARK ALLEN 
SPANIOL LEE AAY..ONO 
STEVENSON AICHAAD T 
STilES "'*'*A CiAJL 
SWI• MITCHEL LEON 
7A rc fY7ffl2'-( r;: dZAf}t;_[d 
STREET 
406 CEDAR ORe 
2020 DOUGLAS 
2015 ARTHJA 
AA I BOX 92 
252~ CARRIAGE LN 
1831 ASHBY DRIVE 
403 BUCHANAN ST 
630 •• GA4NT 
AT 4• BOX 3~ 
1320 OOUGL AS OR 
2009 MCK lNLEY 
712 HARRISON AVE 
AT 4• BOX 7 
417 • POU 
UNIV APT 27 S 4TH 
A A 1 BOX 260 
1813 PHILLIPS PL 
AT 4e BOX 18 
AT 3 BOX 198 
AT 4 BOX 325 
EASTERN ILLINOIS U"IY~"~' 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 198, 
ZIP CODE GROUP 2 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHAALESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
2715 WHIPPOORWILL OA CHARLESTON IL 61920 
20 CIRCLE DRIVE CHAALESTCN IL 61920 
AT 4e BOX 72 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
1040 7TH ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
2409 8TH ST 126 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
1008 •E• ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 













. ~~ ...... -. 
NAME 
(HOMPSON DANIEL K 
THORSEN JULIE DIANE 
WALSH NARK ANDRe•· 
WEYAND LESLIE ANN 
WILLIAMS SARAH LYNN 
GEORGIOU ION PAUL 
HAGEMANN STEVE C 
HAGfMANN TRACY L 
KOCH ROBERT ALLEN 
LUZI DAVID SCOTT 
VANOERSTERRE NICOLE 
WESTPHAL LAURIE LYNN 
HEUER GARRICK TODD 
CLARK MICHAEL ALLEN 
DUNBAR KELLY S 
DEANY NARY LYNN 
DONNELLY JULIA ANNE 
POMAZAL LISA L 
BLASEY BRIAN ALAN 
GERALD ANGELA LYNN 
:fUNKEAT PAULA DIANE 
OLSON AMY LU 
TORBERT KIMBERLEE JO 
HILGEMANN STEPHANIE 
GIRTON CHERYL KAY 
LONGFELLOW CAR I ANN 
STREET C. -STATE liP 
911 HARRISON CHARLESTON IL 6l<J.'O 
2518 SALEit ROAD CHARLESTON IL ~1'#£0 
357 HAPRISDN CHARLESTON IL 1':1'#:.'0 
1107 JPO ST 12 CHARLESTON IL Ol'I;.>O 
904 6TH ST CHARLESTON IL oa'I;.>O 
1010 6TH ST CHARLESTON lL 
86 UN I It AP T S CHARLESTON lL 
86 UNlit APTS CHARLESTON lL 
0112UNI V APTS CHARLESTON lL 
271 TAYL~ HALL CHARLESTON lL 
1847 UNI~ ST IC CHARLESTON IL 
CHAALf;STON lL 
1407 •OOOLA.N 13 CHARLESTON IL 
300 HARRISON 112 CHARLESTON elL 61\1..'0 
IL t:..t.t-.:9 
RT l CHATHAM 
RRl BOX 188 CHA TSIIOATH 
3324 HIDDEN VALLEY CHILLICOTHE IL 61"1;.>..1 
4322 TERRACE DA CHILLICOTHE 
RA 2 BOX I 09 CLIFTON IL CJO'I;.>l 
1102 E VANBUREN CLINTON IL t.tf;.>r 
120 E JEFFERSON CLINTON IL Oi/Lf 
603 •EST SOUTH ST CLINTON IL 01/.'./ 
AT 2t BOX 90 CLINTON IL oaT;.>/ 
AT 1t BOX 122 COLf"AX IL Oi/J.o 
24 S VIRGINIA DANVILLE IL t.ICl.JJ. 
1317 HARMON DANVILLE IL ()10}4' 
IIIOo-~5 
IU20J'87 
AIGU$0N SUSAN E 
CHANEY KAISlA MARIA 
CGa a ICHAAO EU~NE 
~ONES ~AMES DEAN 
GL5GN ~EANNEllE M 
ale£ SlANLEY E 
SICK8£Al CYNTHIA ANN 
U ... INS .IO~PH L 
·~CANDICE L 
~05&PH KAISfiN M 
aoullAZAK Ll SA ANN 
ZU6PANN REBECCA K 
~L.OIIEU. ~ENN&•ea E 
~£ M»SEPH HE ... Y 
a,QINa PAUL EUCiE .. E 
-.a»J K£VIM 0 
lJUi:svt-1\J AiftiJL_ y' )<_,:j V 
-··--a.·..._.,..,-.., lll&W 
STAEET 
207 •1 TH~~ AVE 
406 FAIA.ONT OA 
ATE 6 MAYFLO-.EA OA 
3 SUN-N-FUN AO 
3443 ~EEN HILL AD 
2353 AAI~ATEA 
AP 6 60JC 178 
1398 • MAC ON 
AT 8e 60X 165 
3573 HUMING6l~O 
301 • lAO 
601 LINDEN ST 
52 I SO SEC ONO 
AT l 
J301 HIGHWIE• AD 
133 LASALLE OA 
124 OTTA_. CT 
120 ILLINI OAIVE 
104 MEDINA CT 
Al le BOX 1166 
AT le BOX 337 
PeOe BOX 221 
AT 3e 60X 135 
AT le BOX 291 
lOU LYNN 
/7a(J t D&A Q. 
706 fOGAA 
tA::»II:"" &LLanwa,.. .......... -- .. 
DEAN• S LIST FOR FALL '9f 
ZIP CODE COAOUP 
Cl TY-STATE liP 
DANVILLE IL 61832 
DECATUR IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 02521 
DECATUR IL 02521 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62522 
DECATUR IL 62522 
O£CATUA IL 62526 
DELAVAN IL 61734 
DELAVAN IL 61734 
01 VERNON IL 62530 
DUNLAP IL 61525 
E PEDAl A IL 61611 
EAST PEORIA IL 61611 
EAST PEOAI A IL 61611 
EAST PEORIA IL 616ll 
EAST PEORIA IL 61611 
EDELSTEIN IL 61526 
EOGE.OOO IL 62426 
EDIN6URCO IL 62531 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 
EFF IN(iHAM IL 62401 
E.FINCOHAM IL 62401 







NAME STREET C ITY-l>. ATE ill' 
FAECKER MICHAEL ~ 2405 S 4TH ST IL o.· .. o; 
GIBSON ~ENNIFEA A~N RA I tiOX C!06 EFFINGHAM 
GOLDSTEIN ~OHN P A R 6 EFFINGHAM IL o_·., o, 
GREEN TEO ALLEN 908 NORTH AVE EFFINGHAM i L () .. '" lJ, 
.J.uiES T•ILA R 808 S 5TH EFFINCOHAM IL o.·" u • 
/(AUFMAN B~BAAA AhN 605 N 2ND ST EFF INCOHAM 
808 CARDINAL ST EFFIN-HAM 
KJNKELAAR WILLIAM B 710 HICHLANO EFFINGHAM IL 0.'1 u 1 
KNIGHT LISA RUTH 1006 N lifNTHE EFFINGHAM 
KOESTER DANNY .JOHN 107 E POPLAR EFFINGHAM 
NIEBRUGGE ANNETTE A EFFINGHAM 
PHILLIPS CHRISTINA .J 107 Ill PI!£ OR EFFINCOHAM IL t>.· .. u; 
SCHUTZBACH LINOA K 511 N IIIIILLOii EFFINGHAM IL e.·~ t, 1 
SCH•AATZ MARK 8 15 ROLL IN HILLS EFFINCOHAM 
•HITE AMY .J«J AT 5o 60X 85 EFFINGHAM 
ZUECK 0 lANE AT 5o tiOX 63 EFFINGHAM I L L ,.' "'d 1 
,..!>MOOTS ROONEY PAUL 321 E 6TH ST EL PASO I L o 1 r 1 ,, 
MCINTIRE SCOTT L 305 S MAIN EUREKA JL 6; ·. ,., 
STORK LLOYD •AYNE 405 MARGAilET OR FAIR6URY IL 61/IJ 
BU~S CHAO ALAN •eo E PEARL ST FARMINGTON l L (>I·, l, 
HICKENBOTTOM GREG A 434 E PEARLe AT 1 FAAMINCOTON IL o ,., 1, 
LANE ERIC DEAN 46.1 EAST FONT ST FARMINGTON lL tJ I··, l, 
~TKI NS CHARLES F 301 E N JRO FINOLAY 
NIGCO ~ENNIFEA LEE FISHER 
IN600EN KATHERINE ~ AT 2 FLAT ROCK I L c...:.. . I 
227 E NORTH ST FORREST IL o I f,. 1 
1205 KLEIN AV GALESBURG 




REAONOUR STEVE ALLEN 
HEAVILIN SHEARI LEE 
RIDDLE URA LEE 
~UNKER STEPHANIE ~0 
RADEMACHER CHRISTOPH 
COLE... SCOTT E 
GREESON BRENDA KAY 
CiiREESON LINDA FAYE 
PAUL TAMI SUE 
GRAHAM DOROTHY ALICE 
BEEDY D lANE MAR IE 
BLOUGH PAUL OOUCiL AS 
SCOBBIE SUSAN M 
•OLFE MELISSA ANNE 
O£CKEA EA IC WAYNE 
MAARS ~EFF LYN 
MILLER MICHELLE M 
SAPETT I LAARY M 
REID LAURA DIANNE 
NE.TON THOMAS A 
•ENOL AND GAIL ANN 
PRESS.OOO JUDITH E 
BURTON T YVONNE 
•OLL KAREN FRANCES 
COil ... aL TODD JASON 
MCCOY SHEMIY LOUISE 
STREET 
BOX 212A• AT 1 
226 E 111't 
6l1 N CH~CH ST 
AT 2• BOX 140A 
AT 2e BOX 153 
AT 1e BOX 79A 
AA 2 BOX Z40A 
AA 2 BOX 240 A 
500 W CUMBERLAND ST 
304 S MIU. 
329 N PEARL 
AT 1 
216 W ST PO BOX 
1015 MATtERS 
705 DALY I)R 
A R 4 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIV~H 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL l~ 
ZIP CODE GROUP : 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
IL 61846 
GIBSON CITY IL 60936 
GIBSON CITY IL 60936 
GRANT PARK IL 60940 
GRANT PARK IL 60940 
GREENUP IL 62428 
CORE EN UP IL 62428 
CORE EN UP IL 62428 
GREENUP IL 62428 
GREENUP IL 62428 
HAVANA IL 62644 
HIDALGO IL 62432 
HUME IL 61932 
~ACKSONVILLE IL 62650 
~ACKSONVILLE IL 62650 
~ACKSONVILLE IL 62650 
BOX 274 KANSAS IL 61933 
BOX 373 KANSAS IL 61933 
301 N ~OHNSTONeBXI71 KENNEY IL 61749 
502 GRANO AVE KINCAID IL 62540 
1523 LEXINGTON LAWRENCEVILLE IL 62439 
420 S CHESTNUT LEROY IL 61752 
605 E PINE LEROY IL 61752 
1034 N COLLEGE ST LINCOLN IL 62656 
402 N 4TH ST MARSHALL IL 62441 
RT 4e BOX 37 MARSHALL IL 62441 
AT I BOX 90 MARTINSVILLE IL 62442 








NAME STREET Cl TY-Sl ~ £ liP 
SMITH ASHLEY 0 PO BOX 155 MARTINSVILLE IL 6244.' 
SPENCER KEV IN P BOX 562 MARTINSVILLE IL 6244L 
AT 3• BOX 190 MARTINSVILLE IL 6244L 
COLE ANGELA CAROLE 711 E ELM MASON CITY 
DAY IS LOR I ANNE AT '5e BOX 64 MATTOON IL 619.Hi 
GIBSON BRETT LANE MATTOON IL 6l¥Jii 
HALf<AR TERESA M 920 N 2210 MATTOON IL 6l9.HI 
HICKOX BRIAN ROBERT AR 2 BOX 480 MATTOON IL 6&9311 
HUNT MARK B Ill MATTOON IL 619.Hl 
~OHANPETER STEPHANIE 1001 WABASH MATTOON IL 6&9111 
KIMBALL DAVID ARLEN ATE •3 BOX 82 MATTOON IL 619.Hl 
KIMBALL DAWN MARIE ATE •J BOX 82 MATTOON IL 6l9.HI 
LAMB SUSAN RENEE OLO STATE VIL •&73 MATTOON IL 619.111 
MANLEY •ICHAEL GENE 1604 LAFAYETTE .4 MATTOON IL 6l¥lH 
MARTIN CHRIS W 2212 PRAIRIE AVE MATTOON IL 619.Hi 
MEYER SALLY ~0 220 N 16TH ST •4 MATTOON IL 6l'>Ud 
PETAK LEE ANN 317 BROADWAY MATTOON IL 6l9.HI 
SMITH GREGORY WILSON 801 S 16TH MATTOON IL 61.,U tl 
SPARKS AMY MARIE 2620 PRAIRIE MATTOON IL 61 ~.Hl 
SURRATT KAYE ~EAN 220 N l6TH ST •3 MATTOON IL 6l<o .In 
THOMAS VALOAIE RUTH 1604 S 9TH ST MATTOON IL 6l'Jlo 
TITLEY CRAIG EUGENE 1516 STINSON MATTOON IL 61~111 
TilLEY CRAIG EUGENE 1516 STINSON MATTOON IL 6l'I.IC1 
WHITE ROAY STEVEN 2501 DEWUT MATTOON IL 61'1.11> 
WISE COLLEEN ANN AT 3e BOX 253 MATTOON IL 6l<~Hl 
YOUNGBLOOD ~LIA A llll S 17TH ST MATTOON IL 6l'I.Ht 
LUTTON CHRISTINE D 204 CIRCLE DRIVE MATTOON IL 61<o~.so 




MARTIN AMY MARIE 
BEKEAMEIEA CHRIS 0 
DICKSON AUOAA LEA 
FERWSON TERESA L 
HEINZ ANDRE• DAVID 
MULLIN JOSEPH AARON 
NIPP£ MARY AMANDA 
•ESTJQHN ALICIA M 
8AACHEAA JANET KAY 
CARTER STEPHEN S 
KNOX KATHI EILEEN 
NEAL SCOTT DE AH 
~LOV£A MARY KATHEAIN 
•AI TE DANA DEANNE 
DENNIS SUZANNE LYN 
LA.LESS BRETT ERIK 
COX LISA ANN 
KOCHEA SHEA I 
BROOKS CARRIE LEE 
RYAN JOHN AUGUST 
S Tl VEAS MARK A 
ECKERTY SCOTT A 
~DINES OE ... IS ALLEN 
COI.LINS CHERYL S 
f)f.f}N ._-,(\())UH~ ~JS i.J(:; 
-- .. ,. ,._ •. ;;:~ " rr:: 
STREET 
fHE lfl BOX l 08 
310 S •E TN ORE 
AT 5e LAKE SANTA FE 
305 W CHATHAMe AT 2 
t::ASTtH" IL..L&nYa.,. - ...... ·-·~ 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL t9 
ZIP CODE GROUf 
CITY-STATE ZIP 




508 •EST MICHIGAN ST METAMORA 
AT 5 MET ANORA 
AT lo BOX 202 NODE 
BOX 146 MONTROSE 
PO BOX 211 MORRISONVILLE IL 62546 
414 E FERN•OOO MORTON IL 61550 
.4 ALLEN DRIVE MOWEOUA IL 62550 
790 ANTLER OR MT ZION IL 62549 
600 ANTLER OH MT ZION IL 62549 
1105 ROSEWOOD DA MT ZION IL 62549 
750 S •HITETAIL MT ZION IL 62549 
506 WEST YATES NEWMAN IL 61942 
516 N COFFINe BX 292 NEWMAN IL 61942 
ReA• 3o BOX 192 
9 N. HILLCREST 
PeO• BOX 222 
905 N MAA..E 
24 LATEEA DR 
AT 2 BOX 181 
LKSHOAE OR •C-1 
11 PENZ ORIYE 
r o Gc1- G) 3 
CLI'L F"'l"'tV ,< "', 
- --· ..:-. , __ -
NEWTON IL 62448 
NEWTON IL 62448 
NE.TON IL 62448 
NORMAL IL 61761 
NORMAL IL 61761 
OAKLAND 1L 61943 
OAKLAND IL 61943 
OAK.UOD IL 61858 
OAKIIOOO IL 618!58 
• NAME STREET Cl TY· lll' 
• PRICE PAULA JANE 501 N RANGE 08LON4e 
WALTERS DARLA KAY 201 W OHIO OBLON4e 
SCHILLER YVONNE ANN OBLONG IL 
FRANKLIN NO RillA L RR 3 OLNEY IL bL4~U 
HAHN PATRICK L 1003 E EL!Il OLNEY 
HARRIS KELLY EUGENE 515 W ST JOHN OLNEY 
HORAN BRIAN JAMES RT 6 OLNEY IL 624·.o 
HOUGH SHANNON LEE 205 S ADAMS OLNEY IL 624':>0 
PIXLEY MARY RUTH ATE •6 BOX 38 B ot.NEY IL 6L4.,0 
• SMITH LINDA 14 P.O. BOX 632 OLNEY IL 6.'4':>0 
SWINSON KATHY JO 13 LEE AVE OLNEY 
BRYANS DAWN MICHELLE RT l o !:lOX 1 0 1 PALESTINE IL ~ .'4 •. I 
BURNER JOHN. SCOTT PALESTINE IL t•.·• •,, 
CASTLE KELLY SUE 107 S CLARK PANA IL r,.· •, •, r 
YOUCK KATHY S 409 £AST f' IFTH PANA IL t>.!."l'•' 
BEAR TAMMY MARIE RT 6. BOX 66A PARIS I L ~~ l..., ... • 
ENGLEBRIGHT ANDREA L IH 2o BOX 215 PARIS I L t ... 1 'J...," 
( HUGHES VALINDA S RR s aox 12 PARIS IL <-' ·,~,. 
NORTH MARY KAY RR BOK 110 PARIS IL (,!'•~~ 
BARNES KRISTINA A 605 MONRa?: ST PAWNEE IL t •• : •, " 
HARTZ I<.ARA JO 14 LANE OA PAXTON 
\VbOLRIDGE KATHLEEN M 431 JOHN ST PAXTON IL tO'>· r 
ARNOLD ERIC RAY 2111 VISTA DEL RIO PEKIN IL (') 1 -,~ ... 
BOUSKY MATTHEW JAY 9338 PICJURE RIDGE PEORIA IL t> I 6 1 ., 
1024 N INSTlfUTE PEORIA 
GAINEY SHEILA CLARE 2503 E GRANDVIE• PEORIA lL Olt.i4 
PEORIA IL 61t•i4 









LYONS ROBIN SCOTT 
MON&E SCOTT GREGORY 
OLSGN JULIE ANN 
RAIIOOL LY ... E A 
Z MLEY SUSAN MARIE 
JAMIKI ST£PHEN .-,.., 
MARTIN MELISSA MARIE 
CUMMINS REBECCA S 
STA .... K IMBEALY 5 
CLOSE KEITH ALAN 
DAVIS A ICKY L 
KAISER KELLE SUE 
ROD6ERS KELLI ANN 
4ANSSEN ANGELA KAYE 
BERTOLD DEAON JOHN 
BAO ... ING RUTH ANN 
HI~INS KRISTA LYNN 
teMT IN HAROLD ALL AN 
STQLDT CAROLINE LEE 
FRANZEN DANIEL RAY 
La.EZ JOHN MICHAEL 
Y~ KEITH EVERETT 
NOVAK MMCY L'tNN 
eAMER JEFFREY G 
81DGLE KAREN J 
KESR&. OEE 
~oF~· EK A~il;£Lr. LV~,;rJ 
EASTERN ILLINUI~ vn••~ 
DEAN• S LIST FOR FAU 1 
ZIP CODE GJIOI 
STREET CITY-STATE ZIP 
10703 SLEEPY HOLLO• PEORIA IL 61615 
6503 N POST OAK AD PEORIA IL 61615 
1011 E AICH.OOOS PEORIA IL 61603 
612 • CODY CT PEORIA 
1426 E SAMUEL PEORIA IL 61614 
5034 N PRDSPECT AO PEORIA HTS IL 61614 
ATE .,4 BWt 92 PONTIAC IL 61764 
:J.l OAKWO(J) OR PONTIAC IL 61764 
PO BOX 104 e1l4 LANE POTOMAC IL 61865 
PRINCEVILLE IL 61559 
135 K IER*N DR RANTOlA. IL 6&866 
1572-A WHITE DRIVE RANTOUL IL 61866 
357 • CHAMPAIGN AV RANTOUL IL 61866 
1429 PINE AVE RANTOUL IL 61866 
201 S MCEL.AOY RAYMOND IL 62560 
708 N CH\IICH ROANOKE IL 61561 
305 f MAUHOL I A ROBINSON IL 62454 
AT 4o HOX 171 A081NSON IL 62454 
102 RIKER LN ROBINSON IL 62454 
125 T .. N OAKS ROCHESTER IL 6256l 
BOX 223 AOYAL IL 61871 
70'5 • CHURCH SAVOY IL 61874 
7 GREENFIELD CT SAVOY "· 61874 
ATE •a BOlt 64A SEYMOUR IL 61875 
AT 4 SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
CARRIAGE PKeA2eBXZ36 SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
603 N •ALMUT SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
\rCtf\tGf\ Gr: 
'liv s~ 




.&. C.l "\II 0 f 
NAME STREET CITY-ST'- ZIP 
YOUNG TODD ER lC BOX 223 SHUMWAY IL 62461 
ESTEP TIMOTHY JAMES PO BOX 192 SIDELL IL 6187o 
NEES KATHY SUE N CHICAGO SToBX 63 SIDELL IL 6187t, 
BUSHUA TED L AT 1 BOX JF SICOEL IL 624t>.< 
HELMINK JOYCE MARIE BOX l9o RT 1 SIGEL IL 624t>.· 
BECK BARBARA JEAN 129 CIRCLE DRIVE SPRINCOFIELD IL 6270J 
eECKEA JOHN DAVID 2224 CLOVERFIELO LN SPRINGF lfLD IL 6270 I 
BOEHM MELISSA LYNN 2149 S STATE ST SPRINGFIELD IL 627~ 
eAEY DAWN ANNE SPA IN <OF IELO IL 62701 
CLINE STACY ANNETTE 31l ASTOHIA RO SPRINGFIELD IL 62704 
DUBOIS OEBOHAH ANN 1729 S COLLEGE SPA I N<if' I EL 0 IL 62704 
EOW~DS JENNIFER L 851 SO P~K AVE SPRINGF IELO IL 6270• 
HALCLI A~IGAIL LEE 1708 W GOVERNOR ST SPAINCOFIELD 
HUFF ANN LORENE •2 CIRCLE OR SPRINGF IELO IL ~27u> 
JOHNSON CHERYL LYNN RT 1e BOX ll6A SPRINGF I fLO IL 627u I 
KONZELMANN DANIEL J 1520 W LAKE OR sPRIN<if' IELD IL 627ot 
LENTZ LYNETTE A~~ 16 NIGHTINGALE OR SPA IN <if' I ELO IL 6270 I 
MYHRA LYNN MARIE 2519 w.CHESTER BLVD SPRINGF IELO IL 627•J·• 
ROSEBERRY TODD A 420 ADELIA SPA INGF I fLO IL 621 v~ 
SCHOEOEL WILLIAM A 1620 S PMK SPRINCOFIELD IL 621v" 
SELTZER OANN'f RR 2 BOX 280 SPRINcel"lfLO IL 627 v f 
STAPLETON PATRICIA A 211l LO•EJ..L SPRINGFIELD 
STEINER MICHAEL J 2377 E KEY 5 SPRINGFIELD IL 627u..-
WILLIAMS KATHERINE AT !Se HOX 74 ST ANNE 
LOVETT MARK EDWARD 615 • 1ST ST ST ELMO 
LITZELMAN SUSAN M P 0 BOX Ill STE MARIE IL 624~· .. 
EVERETT DORINDA RAE RT le BOX 100 STEVAAOSOH IL 62•o; 










HORTON LUCINDA LEE 
LEHMH .IAHE E 
SCHERER CAPRICE A 
DANCE BOBBY DALE 
DOIINS EDWARD M Ill 
MANSFIELD MATTHEIII A 
TeLLIS AiONDA L 
IIIHITE SHARON KAYE 
BA£EA MARY LYNN 
DETERS SAlAH J 
DILQEA KRISTINE M 
HOMEN KENNY JOSEPH 
•lESSlN~ THEODORE E 
OVINGTON JAMES A 
OVINGTON .lAMES A 
E .. EH ..JULIE AHN 
NICHOLS ..JULIE LYNNE 
HATFIELD SHELLEY .I 
GLICK GAYLE LINHETT 
ALLEN KIMBERLY KA~ 
80AAIES SAM F 
BAIM(LEY &RENDA K 
HILL .IAHET ELAINE 
~y MICHAEL ALLEN 
MATZ DE•A E 
STREET 
AT 1o BOX 142 
225 N. CALHOUN 
AT loTlMBEALAKE GC 
55 HANNON CT 
830 SE ou01 A c T 
5l0 Ill MAIN CROSS 
509 E MAIN CROSS 
2800 E PARK 
520 IllEST S T 
RT 1o BOX 283 
AA 2 BOX 12 
314 N GREEN ST 




AT 1 BOX 103 
304 Ill 5TH ST 
PO BOX 26 
103 N CON> IT 
AT 2 
306 SOUTH PARKE 
AT 2 BOX 202 
AR 3 
811 E PINZON 
t":t•~;"" .... ~ ..... ...,.- -·-- ~-
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL l' 
ZIP CODE GROV 
CITY-STATE liP 
SULLIVAN IL 61951 
SULLIVAN IL 6l951 
SULLIVAN IL 619!H 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
TAYLORVILLE IL 62568 
TEUtoPOLIS IL 62467 
TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 
TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 
TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 
TEUTOPOLIS IL 62467 
THAYER IL 62689 
THAYER IL 62689 
THOMASBORO IL 61878 
TIL TON IL 61833 
TOLEDO IL 62468 
TOLONO IL 61880 
TOIIIEA HILL IL 62571 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
TUSCOLA IL 61953 
1304-2 CHRISTOPHER URBANA IL 61801 
l05A COUNJAY CLUB RO URBANA IL 61801 
li!.I'<!UI'tl t 
f 
NAME STREET Cl TY-STATE ZIP 
• NEUMANN MARSHALL G 2211 S COTTAGE <OROVE URBANA IL 61801 
• 
PALMER "'ARLEN DIANE Rl'l 2 BOX 12 URBANA IL 61601 
VANIIIIE EO ITH M URBANA IL 61801 
HUBERT BARB~A J 1835 LIBeRTY AVE URBANA IL 61801 
• 
ADAMS ELIZABETH E 916 ..JAY STREET VANDALIA IL 6Z" 1l 
FRAILEY JODIE KAY 6 16 BOlli OA I VE VANDALIA I L 62•71 
~OHNSON PATRICIA J RT J, BOX 79 VANDALl A IL 62" ll 
FUNK GREGORY DEANE VILLA Gf<CVE IL 61956 
BELL JUDENE LOUISE R A 2 BOX 163 VIRGINIA IL 62691 
DURBIN ~ENDA MARIE IIIAPELLA IL 61777 
f CALL ISS MAR I A ELI SA •01 HILLOALE ST IIIlA SHI NG TON IL 6l57l 
321 E ..JEFF EASON IIIATSEKA ll. 60970 
COUTURI AIJX MAT THE• P 195 .. TREMONT IIIAYERLY IL 62692 
LOVE MATTHEIII EUGENE fH 2o BOX t•6 IL 62692 
GRAHAM MICHELLE A HT lo ROX 93 IIIELLINGTON 1L 60973 
( CLODFELTER KATHLEEN HR 2 WEST SALEM IL 62.16 
RR 1 BOX 1"4 WHEELER IL 62479 
<OAST <OAAR GIL I< T l o BOX l I 3 IIIHITE HEATH IL 61864 
' PANKAU DAVID STEPHEN 
138 AI RR I WHITE HEATH IL 61884 
MARSHALL <OINA CAROL 216 MCGRATH ST IIIILLIAMSVILLE IL 6269.3 
HEATON CHERYL ANN HA 2 BOX 137 IIIINCHESTER IL 62694 
BEEM RICK LEE 512 N IIIAL,..UT WINDSOR IL 61957 
EIDENT JOYCE ANN I 112 BROAOWAY IIIINOSOR IL 61951 
MORGAN TRACY LYNN 9l3 E OHIO IIIINOSOR IL 6l957 
BUTZOIII TODD Ill BOX 17.3 WOODLAND IL 60974 
CARLISLE LISA GAY •11 NORTH 7TH ST IIIYOMING IL 61491 
OEAN•S LIST ~OR ~ALL a~ 
ZIP COO£ ~OUP ~ C 
NAME ST~EET CITY-STATE ZIP 
STREET CITY-STATE ZIP c GERLACH LINDA ~ARIE 1131 •ESTHAVEN DR CHANPAI~N IL 61820 
' 
FINFROCK JOHN DAVIO AT 2 BOX 259 ALTAMONT c KENNEN CHRISTINE A 210& GEORGETOWN CIA CHAMPAIGN 
IL 61821 
MORLEY FELICIA ANNE 204 E CLARK ST CHAMPAIGN IL 61820 
HeiSCHIIIOT THOMAS A l U OAK Sf ALTAMONT c WISNER JOSEPH SCOTT 2307 GLENlAK CH.u.PAICiN IL 6&821 
LAM& DOlUS A PeOe BOX 27 ALTAMONT 
• RA 3 BOX 101 
ALTAMONT IL 6241& c ARMSTRONG MARSHA M 902 MADISON CHARLESTON 
IL 61920 
BARR KAR I LYNN RT le BOX 253A CHARLESTON IL 61920 
• 
225 E OAKe BOX 158 ATIIOOD IL 619ll 
BEAVERS DENNIS 0 1809 CLEVELAND CHARLESTQN IL 61920 
IUUIIIIAH AARON J 933 W MADISON AUBURN IL 62615 
• T ..... LOAI A 620 W .IEFFERSON AU8UAN IL 62615 c BEHNKE NARK C 2012 l&TH ST CHARLESTON IL 6&920 
HUSIGN LORI LYNN AT£ •& BOX 21 8£AAOSTOIIH IL 626&8 EEATHOLO TRACY SUE 912 FULLER CHARLESTQN IL 61920 
BEST BARBARA A 2014 MEADO• LAKE DR CHARLESTON IL 61920 
• 
FUL 10M LY... AMII 20 l MA IZEF IELO AVE BLOOMINGTON IL 61701 
BIGGS ANNE ELIZABETH RT 4e BOX 10 CHAALESTQN IL 61920 
II NOABLWN BLOOMINGTON IL 61701 
BREIG ANNA K 521 HALL COURT CHARLESTGN IL 61920 
KUINELL KIIIIIEAL Y KAY 221 IMPERIAL DA BLOOUNGTON IL 61701 
BYLAK JOSEPH A 611 MONA(£ •2 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
• 
·~ KEVIN GEORGE 384 STAAlFORO CT 80UA80NNAIS IL 60914 c CROUSE MARY KIRSTEN l807 REYNOLDS CHARL~STON IL 61920 
630 Bl SA lLLON BOURBONNAIS IL 60914 
CM--.L KENOflA CiA Y AT 1 BOX 76 BROCTON IL 61917 
CROY DEBRA DEE 
DICKE JANES DEAN 
680 14TH Sf CHARLESTQN 
1320 B ST CHARLESTON 
IL 61920 
IL 61920 
R A 2 aox 34 CABERY IL 60919 
S1'&1_,. GUihH LAHE 
t PeOe 80X l2 
CARLl NV ILLE 
CASEY 
IL 62626 
IL 62420 ( 
ERVIN-SIMS DEBRA ANN 
ETHRIDGE KAREN J 
~TE •• BOX 249 CHARLESTON 
2103 UNIVERlSTY OR CHARLESTON 
IL 6&920 
IL 61920 
FAI• ELAINE II AT 2e BOX &548 CASEY IL 62420 
EUDEIJUS ALISON L 
EVERETT SHAROLYN J 
1537 &ST ST CHARLESTON 
18 15 BAKER DR CHARLESTGN 
IL fl1920 
IL 61920 
MUDS~* PE ... I A 
llAS1'PS INIENOA IMRIE 
AT 3e BOX 60 




IL 62420 ( FAIRES CATHERINE ANN 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
AT 2e BOJC 204A CASEY IL 62420 FLANDERS JOANNA C UNIV APT ~~ S 4TH CHARLESTON IL 61920 
1' M..01'1' liAR IL YN K6Y RR 3 80JC 16& CASEY IL 62420 FLY,.. SEAN F AT 5e HICXORY RID(il£ CHARLESTON IL 6&920 
•N&1LING SHERRYL R RT 2 BOJC 89 CASEY IL 62420 FREEMAN GAYLE S &8l4 A OWGLAS CHARLESTON IL 61920 
6 VIEW POINT OR CA1'LIN IL 61817 HARRELL JESSIE A UNIV APT 46 5 4TH CHARLES TIIN IL 61938 
820 W VI!AMILIONeB~ CATLIN IL 61817 HEATH KELLY ANN 1520 ,JACKSON CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CUIIIIO PEGGY LY ... 1607 CAtUI.YN 0. CHAMPAIGN IL 61821 t£UEA JANNA LEIGH 300 HARRISON AWE •z CHARLES TCN IL 61920 




HIMEBAUGH ~EFFREY P 
HUTCHCRWT MARCUS T 
I~RAM JOSEPH L 
~Ett«INS MICHAEL 
KAAM£R LIANE ~ 
LATEEF REZWAN A 
L INOGREN •UCHAEL S 
LUCIDO MICHELLE T 
MARCHANT DIANNE L 
MARCIANO KAREN ~fAN 
MILLER MICHAEL C 
MILLER SCOTT A 
MOORE CATH£RINE SUE 
NIELSEN RITA IRENE 
NY~EYA KIM A 
PEARCY LINOA S 
PIERSON EMILY ~ANE 
f*,TSCH .IOtetNA L 
PAOCTOA MEGAN ANNE 
QUINN WALTER ~AMES 
IU.ot:LL CRISTI LYNt 
SCHMITZ TIMOTHY ~OHN 
!MITH MARK aLLEN 
SPANIOL LEE RAYMOND 
STEVENSON RICHARD T 
STilES IIII*ONA GAIL 
SWI• MITCHEL LEON 
-rJtt*;- ~~Yc,JiJi~t:M. 
STREET 
<t06 CEDAR ORe 
2020 DOUGLAS 
2015 ARTKIA 
RR I BOX 92 
2523 CARRIAGE LN 
1831 ASHBY DAIYE 
<t03 BUCHANAN ST 
630 •• GRANT 
AT "• BOX 33 
1320 DOUGLAS DA 
2009 MCKINLEY 
712 HARRISON AYE 
AT <te BOX 1 
<tl7 W POU 
UNIY APT 27 S 4TH 
A A 1 BOX 260 
1813 PHILLIPS PL 
AT 4e BOX 18 
AT 3 BOX 198 
AT <t BOX 325 
t:A:.IC."" ILLI"UI"' vn••~··-· 
OEAN 1 5 LIST FOR FALL 1981 
ZIP CODE GROUP 2 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHAALESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHAALESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLES TOll! IL 61920 
CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
CHARLESTON IL 61920 
2715 WHIPPOORWILL DR CHARLESTON IL 61920 
20 CIRCLE DRIVE CHARLESTCN IL 61920 
RT 4e BOX 72 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
10<t0 7TH 51 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
2<t09 8TH S T lf26 CHARLESTON IL 61920 
1008 •E• ST CHARLESTON IL 61920 
I 700 ADAMS If 33 CHARLESTON IL 61920 





(HOMPSON DANIEL K 
THORSEN JULIE DIANE 
WALSH MARK ANDREW' 
WEYAND LESLIE ANN 
WILLIAMS SARAH LYNN 
GEORGIOU ION PAUL 
HAGEMANN STEVE C 
HAGfMANN TRACY L 
KOCH ROBERT ALLEN 
LUZI OAYID SCOTT 
ROWE ANGELA L. 
YANOERSTERAE NICOLE 
WESTPHAL LAURIE LYNN 
HEUER GARRICK TODD 
CLARK MICHAEL ALLEN 
DUNBAR KELL.Y S 
OEANY MARY LYNN 
DONNELLY .JULIA ANNE 
POMAZAL LISA L 
BLASEY BRIAN ALAN 
GERALD ANGELA LYNN 
:fUNKERT PAULA DIANE 
OLSON AMY LU 
TORBERT KIMBERLEE ~0 
HILGEMANN STEPHANIE 
GIRTON CHERYL KAY 
LONGFELLOW CARl ANN 
STREET 
911 HARRISON 
25 18 SALEJII ROAD 
3'57 HARRISON 
1107 3AD ST 12 
1010 6TH 51 
86 UNlV APTS 
86 UNIY APTS 
OllZUHlV APTS 
271 TAYL(JI HALL 
1847 UNI~ ST IC 
114 4TH ST 15 
1407 WOODLAWN 13 
300 HARRISON 12 
RT 1 
RR1 BOX 18 8 
3324 HIDDEN VALLEY 
4322 TERRACE OR 
AR 2 BOX 109 
1102 E VANBUREN 
120 E .IEFF EASON 
603 WEST SOUTH ST 
AT 2e BOX 90 
AT le BOX 122 
24 5 V lRGI NIA 
1317 HARIClN 
,TATE I i I' 
CHARLESTON IL t-l'i•'" 
CHARLESTON I L (',I y. u 
CHAAl.ESTON It.. t' 1 •1 .• : tj 
CHARLESTON 








CHARLESTON IL ...... :o 




CHILLICClTHE ll. 61">.'J 
CHILLICOTHE 
CLIFTON lL 60'l.'/ 
CLINTON IL C.l/.1.1 
CLINTON ll. Olf.'f 
CLINTON IL Oil.l.T 
CLINTON IL b& 1.1.1 
COLPAX IL Otl.'b 
DANVILLI ll. Olb.,.l. 
DANVILLE ll. 6lltJ.' 
AIIDUSON 5USAH E 
CHANEY KRISTA MARIA 
C0K AICHAAD EUcaENE 
~KL TIMOTHY C: 
~ONES ~AMES DEAN 
OLSGIII ~£ANNETTE M 
AIU STANLEY E 
SICK8£AT CYNTHIA ANN 
•&L CANO ICE L 
SA&ITLEA MELISSA A 
~O$&PH KRISTIN M 
aoullAZAK LISA ANN 
AEAIIOQN ALLISON ANN 
ZU6PAMN AE8ECCA K 
~&..OIIELL ~£M!tlfl£R E 
AME ..OI&PH t£NitY 
&M*A PAUL EU~III£ 
.._.,KEVIN 0 
9..~~11 .. ~tit .. ~~t 
STREET 
4C.64 WISTERIA 
40ft fAUUCNT DR 
ATE 6 MAY'fLDI&A DA 
3 SUN-N-FUN AD 
AP 6 OOX 178 
1398 Ill MACON 
AT 8e OOX 165 
3573 HUMJNGOIAO 
301 • 3AD 
601 LINOEN Sf 
521 SO SECOND 
AT 3 
J30l HIGHWIEW AD 
l3:J LASALLE DA 
124 OTTAIII\ CT 
120 ILLINI DRIVE 
l04 MEDINA CT 
AT le BOX 1168 
AT 1e BOX 337 
PeDe BOX 221 
AT 3e BOX &35 
AT 3e BOX 291 
lOll LYNN 
706 EDGAR 
EASTE~H ILLINOl~ UN&w~H: 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL I~' 
ZIP CODE CiAOUP 
Cl TY-ST ATE .liP 
DANVILLE IL 6&832 
DECATl.R IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62526 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62521 
DECATUR IL 62522 
DECATUR IL 62522 
DECATUR IL 62526 
DELAVAN IL 61734 
DELAVAN IL 61734 
01 VERNON IL 62530 
DUNLAP IL 61525 
E PEORIA IL 61611 
EAST PEORIA IL 61611 
EAST PEORIA IL 6161& 
EAST PEORIA IL 6&6&1 
EAST PEOIUA IL 6161 I 
EDELSTEIN IL 61526 
EOCiE.OOO IL 62426 
EDINBUACi IL 62531 
EFFINGHAM IL 62401 
EFFIN .... AM IL 62401 
Ef'FINGHMe IL 62401 











NAME STREET CJTY-S .E L I•· 
FRECKEH MICHAEL ~ 2405 5 • TH Sf EFflNGHAIII lL c...· • o l 
~JOSON ~ENNIFEA ANN RA I 80X lOb EFFINGHAM 
GOLDSTEIN ~OHN P A A 6 EFFINCOHAM IL t___ .. .,, 
GREEN TfO ALLEN 908 NORTH AVE I L (,. 'd I 
~AMES T IIlLA R 808 S 5TH EFFINGHAM I L (. •· .. ll I 
/(AUFMAN ijARBARA Ato!N 605 N 2NO ST EFF IN~HAM 
KEMME TONY EDWARD 808 CARDINAL ST J L c~ .. ·"' u, 
KINKELAAR WILLIAM b 710 RICHLAND EFFIN<OHAM IL t-.·,vl 
KNIGHT LISA RUTH 1006 N wEHTHE EFFINCOHAIII I L <•. "- u l 
KOESTER DANNY ~OHN 107 E POPL. AA EFFINGHAM lL o.·,u, 
NIEBRUGGE ANNETTE A RT Je BOX 253 EFFINGHAM 
PHILLIPS CHRISTINA J 107 li P II'€ OR EFFIN<OHAM I L t. · • .. ' 
SCHUTZBACH LINOA ~ 511 N •au.ow EFFINGHAM 
SCH.AATZ MARK 6 15 ROLL IN HILLS EFFINCOHAM 
WHITE AMY J(j RT 5o UOX 65 EFFINCOHAM 1 L C .• ·' u 1 
ZUECK DIANE AT 5o bOJ( 63 EFFINGHAM 
..!;:; MOOTS ROONEY PAUL 321 E 6TH ST EL PASO lL 0111'1 
MCINTIRE SCOTT L 305 S MAIN EUREKA IL e 1 • .. 1u 
STORK LLOYD WAYNE 4 05 MAIUiM E T OR FAIRBURY IL 0 I I l'l 
BUWOS CHAD ALAN 480 E PEARL ST FARMINGTON 
HICKENBOTTOM ~REG A 434 E PEARLe AT 1 FAAMINCOTON 
LANE ER lC DEAN 46.3 EAST FORT ST FARMINCOTON IL "I ., I I 
!tAlK INS CHARLES F 301 E N JRO FINDLAY 
NIGCi JENNIFER LEE 19 ELMWOQ) FISHER 
INBODEN KATHERINE J RT 2 FLAT ROCJ( IL t..·, .· r 
STE.aART SCOTT 0 227 E NORTH ST FORREST IL co~r .. 1 
KLEIN KELLY EO.ARD 1205 KLEIN AV <0ALfS8UACi 




AEAONOUA STEVE ALLEN 
KEAVILIN SHEAAI LEE 
A I DOLE URA LEE 
~UNKEA STEPHANIE JO 
RADEMACHER CHRISTOPH 
CiLENN SCOTT E 
GREESON BRENDA KAY 
QAEESON LINDA FAYE 
PAUL TAMI SUE 
•AKEFIELO •AHDA SUE 
GRAHAM DOROTHY ALICE 
MITCHELL MATTHE• K 
BEEDY D JANE MAR IE 
BLOUGH PAUL DOUGLAS 
SCOAIE SUSAN M 
WOLFE MELISSA ANNE 
DECKER fA IC •AYNE 
MARAS ~EFF LYN 
MILLER MICHELLE M 
SAPETT I LARRY M 
REID LAURA DIANNE 
NE•TON f...,_AS A 
PAESS.OOD ~UOITH E 
BURTON T YVONNE 
•OLL KAREN FRANCES 
MCCOY SHEAflY LOU I Sf 
STREET 
60X 212Ao AT 
226 E 111't 
6ll N CH~CH ST 
AT 2o BOX 140A 
AT 2e BOX 153 
RT I• BOX 79A 
RA 2 BOX l40A 
AA 2 BOX 240 A 
500 W CUMBERLAND ST 
304 S MIU. 
329 N PEARL 
AT 1 
216 W ST PO BOX 
1015 IIIIATI£RS 
705 DALY DR 
R A 4 
EAStERN ILLINOIS UNlVCH 
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 19 
ZIP CODE GROUP 2 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
IL 61846 
GIBSON CITY IL 60936 
GIBSON CITY IL 60936 
GRANT PARK IL 60940 
GRANT PARK IL 60940 
GREENUP IL 62428 
GREENUP IL 62428 
GREENUP IL 62428 
GREENUP IL 62428 
GREENUP IL 62428 
HAVANA IL 62644 
HIDALGO IL 62432 
HUME IL 61932 
JACKSONVILLE IL 62650 
JACKSONVILLE IL 62650 
~ACKSONVILLE IL 62650 
BOX 274 KANSAS IL 61933 
60X 373 KANSAS IL 61933 
301 N JOHNSTONeBX171 KENNEY IL 61749 
502 GRANO AVE KINCAID 
1523 LEXINGTON LA.AENCEVILLE IL 62439 
420 S CHESTNUT LEROY IL 61752 
605 E Pit£ LEROY IL 61752 
1034 N COLLEGE ST LINCOLN IL 62656 
MARSHALL IL 62441 
AT 4e BOX 37 MARSHALL IL 62441 




NAME STREET Cl TY-STA liP 
SMITH ASHLEY D PO BOX 155 MARTINSVILLE IL 6244. 
SPENCER KEY IN P BOX 562 MARTINS-.,ILLE IL 6244.· 
STEWART TIFFANI KAY AT .l• BOX 190 MARTINSVILLE IL 62•4~ 
COLE ANGELA CAROLE 711EELM MASON CITY IL 62t>t,.. 
DAVIS LORI ANNE AT '5e BOX 6. MATTOON IL 6l9Ht 
GIBSON BRETT LANE 1624 FROSTWOOD LN MATTOON 
HALFAR TERESA M 920 N 221'0 MATTOON IL 619>,, 
HICKOX BRIAN ROBERT RA 2 BOX 480 MATTOON I L 6l._.Ht 
HUNT MARK B 111 MATTOON 
JOHANPETER STEPHANIE I 00 I WABASH MATTOON IL 619.111 
KIMBALL OAVJO ARLEN ATE •.l BOX 82 MATTOON IL 619.JI1 
KIMBALL DAWN MARIE ATE •3 BOX 82 MATTOON 
LAMB SUSAN RENEE OLD STATE VIL •&73 MATTOON IL 619)1'1 
MANLEY MICHAEL GENE 160. LAFAYETTE .4 MATTOON 
MARTIN CHRIS W 2212 PRAIRIE AVE MATTOON IL 619-.lt! 
MEYER SALLY .JO 220 N 16TH ST •4 MATTOON 
PETAK LEE ANN 317 BROADWAY MATTOON IL t>l'L\11 
SMITH GREGORY WILSON 801 S 16TH MATTOON IL 61\dt! 
SPARKS AMY MARIE 2620 PRAIRIE MATTOON IL 6l'>lltt 
SURRATT KAYE JEAN 220 N 16TH ST •3 MATTOON IL 61'>i.HI 
THOMAS VALORIE RUTH 1604 S 9TH ST MATTOON IL 6l'JHl 
TITLEY CRAIG EUGENE 1516 STINSON MATTOON IL 6l'J>I1 
TITLEY CRAIG EUGENE 1516 STINSON MATTOON IL 6l'J.Ht 
WHITE ROAY STEVEN MATTOON IL 6l'J.JI1 
WISE COLLEEN ANN RT Je 60)( 2SJ MATTOON IL 6l'JHl 
YOUNGOLOOO JULIA A lllJ S 17TH ST MATTOON IL 61'#111 
LUTTON CHRISTINE 0 204 CIRCLE DRIVE MATTOOH JL 61 '>1..111 




NAATIN AMY MARIE 
BEKEAMEIEA CHRIS D 
DICKSON AUDRA LEA 
FERCiUSON TERESA L 
HEINZ ANDREW DAVID 
MULLIN JOSEPH AARON 
HIPPE MARY AMANDA 
8RACHEAA .IANET KAY 
CARTER STEPHEN S 
LDWEA ADGER EUGENE 
KNOX KATHI EILEEN 
NEAL SCOTT DEAN 
~LDVEA MARY KATHEAIN 
WAITE DANA DEANNE 
DENNIS SUZANNE LYN 
LAWLESS BRETT ERIK 
COX LISA ANN 
KOCHER SHEA I 
SHOAT TAMARA SUSAN 
BROOKS CAAA IE LEE 
RYAN .NlHN AUGUST 
STIVERS MARK A 
ECKEIITY SCOTT A 
:;f"DINES OENH IS AU. EN 
STREET 
ATE •1 BOK 108 
310 5 WETMORE 
AT 5 • LAKE SANTA FE 
305 W CHATHAMe AT 2 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVEA 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL ' 
ZIP CODE GROUP 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
MEREDOSIA IL 62665 
METAMORA IL 61548 
METAMORA IL 61548 
METAMORA IL 61548 
508 WEST MICHIGAN ST METAMORA IL 61548 
AT 5 METAMORA IL 61548 
AT I • BOX 202 MODE IL 62444 
BOX 146 MONTROSE 
PO BOX 211 MORRISONVILLE IL 62546 
414 E FEANWOOO MORTON IL 61550 
.,4 ALLEN OR I VE MOWEOUA IL 62550 
790 ANTLER OR MT ZION IL 62549 
600 ANTLER OR MT ZION IL 62549 
I 105 ROSEWOOD OR MT ZION IL 62549 
750 S WHITETAIL MT ZION IL 62549 
506 WEST YATES NEWNAN IL 61942 
516 N COFFINe BX 292 NEWMAN IL 61942 
RT 4 BOX 294 IL 62448 
ReRe 3e BOX 192 NEWTON IL 62448 
9 N. HILLCREST NEWTON IL 62448 
PeDe BOX 222 
905 N MAP\.E NORMAL IL 61761 
24 LATEEA OA NORMAL IL 61761 
AT 2 BOX l 81 
LKSHOAE DA •c-1 OAKLAND IL 61943 
11 PENZ DA IVE OAK.UOD IL 61858 
Y 0· ~0&i_ ~~~~ 1)1'.-;y< l~J)l)';:' 
l'Aiilllnm !L 61858 
12/.£!\)/tlf 
• NAME STREET Cl TY-S l' I' 
• PRICE PAULA JANE 501 N RANGE 08LON~ 
• 
W~TEAS DARLA KAY 201 • OHIO OBLON~ IL c.·""., 
SCHILLER YVONNE ANN 403 • TEXAS OBLOHG IL 
• FRANKLIN NORMA L RR 3 OLNEY 
IL 0~4 ~)l} 
• 
HAHN PATRICK L 1003 E ELM OLNEY 
HARRIS KELLY EUGENE 515 • ST JOHN OLNEY 
HORAN BRIAN JAMES RT 6 OLNEY 
HOUGH SHANNON LEE 205 S ADAMS OLNEY IL b.'" •,u 
PIXLEY MARY RUTH RTE •6 BOX J8 B OLNEY IL tlL4 •,o 
• SMl TH LINDA M P.O. BOX 632 OLNEY 
• 
SWINSON KATHY JO ll LEE AVE OLNEY IL t•.' 4 •,o 
BRYANS OA•N MICHELLE RT le BOX 101 PALESTINE IL t.·•·.a 
BURNER JOHN SCOTT RR 1 BOX 194 PALESTINE IL t: ..... ,I 
CASTLE KELLY SUE 107 S CLARK PANA IL c,·· .. ·. I 
YOUCJ( KATHY S 409 E:AST fIFTH PANA IL t...:.., •, t 
• BEAR TAMMY MARIE RT 6o BOX 86A PARIS I L r, 1 '""" 
ENGLE6RIGHT ANDREA L kT 2e BOX 215 PARIS IL (,I 'I«" 
( HUGHES VALINOA S RR 5 BOX 72 PARIS 
I L (,I ...... 
NORTH MARY KAY RR BOX l I 0 PARIS 
BARNES KRISTINA A 605 MONRa: ST PAWNEE I L t . .: •,·•, II 
HARTl KARA JO 14 LANE OR PAXTON 
\VbOLRIOGE KATHLEEN M 431 JOHN S T PAXTON IL (d.l'•. I 
ARNOLD ER lC AU 2111 VISTA DEL RIO PEKIN IL 01 •• ·."" 
BOUSKY MATTHEW JAY 9338 PICJURE RIDGE PEORIA 
DWYER PATRICIA M 1024 N INSTITUTE PEORIA IL cIt." l 
GAINEY SHEILA CLARE 2503 E GRANDVIEW PEORIA IL <:.tt. I .. 
6036 N .ICKWOOO PEORIA 





LYONS ROBIN SCOTT 
MOM&E SCOTT GAEGORY 
OLSON J Uf..l E AHH 
Z ML£Y SUSAN MAA IE 
JAMIKI STEPHEN .-JHN 
JOHNSON JAMES EDWARD 
MA.TIN MELISSA MARIE 
CUMMINS REBECCA S 
STAtL K IM8£RLY 5 
CLOSE KEITH ALAN 
DAVIS RICKY L 
KAISER KELLE SUE 
AOO&ERS KELL I ANN 
~NSSEN ANGELA KAYE 
BSITOLO DEROH JOHN 
BROWNING RUTH ANN 
HI~INS KRISTA LYNN 
..... TIN HAROLD ALLAN 
S'YCLDT CAROLINE LEE 
trllAMZEN DANIEL AA Y 
L~ JOHN MICHAEL 
YOUNG KEITH EVERETT 
NOVAK M MCY L YNH 
aiDGLE KAREN J 
KESSEl. DE£ 
\1\Jt t\: \1, ~GtW\ '>h,\N 
~P'~ ..... - ...... -~-
OEAN•S LIST FOR FALL 
ZIP CODE G~OUP 
STREET CITY-STATE ZIP 
10703 SLEEPY HOLLOW PEORIA IL 61615 
650~ N POST OAK AO PEORIA IL 61615 
1017 E RIC.H.OODS PEORIA IL 61603 
612 • COOY CT PEORIA IL 61614 
1426 E SAMUEL PEORIA IL 61614 
5034 N PRDSPECT AD PEORIA HTS IL 61614 
ATE •4 BOX 92 PONTIAC IL 61764 
33 OAKifO(J) DR PONTIAC IL 61764 
PO BOX 164el14 LANE POTOMAC IL 61865 
419 N WALNUT PRINCEVILLE IL 61559 
135 KIEAtMN OR RANTOUL. IL 61866 
1572-A WHITE DRIVE RANTOUL IL 61866 
3~7 • CHAMPAIGN AY RANTOUL IL 61866 
1429 PINE AYE RANTOUL. IL 61866 
201 S MCELROY RAYMOND IL 62560 
708 N CHUICH ROANOKE IL 61561 
305 E MA~OL I A ROBINSON IL 62454 
AT 4 • UOX 171 ROBINSON IL 62454 
102 RIKER LN ROBINSON IL 62454 
125 TwiN OAKS POCHESTEA IL 62563 
SOX 223 ROYAL IL 61871 
705 • CHURCH SAVOY IL 61874 
1 GREENFIELD CT SAVOY IL 61874 
ATE ill ~ 64A SEYMOUA IL 61875 
AT 4 SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
CARRIAGE PKeA2e8K236 SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
603 N WALNUT SHELBYVILLE IL 62565 
l : \p !'Cl)J r~ !,) 







NAME STREET Cl TY-STAT: ZIP 
YOUNG TODD ERIC BOX 223 SHUM.AY IL 62461 
ESTEP TIMOTHY JAMES PO BOX 192 SIDELL IL 61~7o 
NEES KATHY SUE N CHICAGO STeBX 63 SIDELL IL 6187o 
BUSHUR TEO L AT 1 BOX lF SIGEL IL 6246./ 
HELMINK JOYCE MARIE BOX l9o RT SIGEL IL 624b.' 
BECK BARBARA JEAN 129 CIRCLE DRIVE SPRINGFIELD IL 6270 1 
eECKER JOHN DAY 10 2224 CLOVERFIELO LN SPRINGFIELD IL 6270 I 
BOEHM MELISSA LYNN 2149 S STATE ST SPA INGF IELD IL 627~ 
EAEY DAWN ANNE 3008 wiNTERWOOO SPA INGF IELD IL 6270/ 
CLINE STACY ANNETTE 313 ASTORIA RO SPRINGFIELD IL 6270• 
DUBOIS DEBORAH ANN 1729 S COLLEGE SPAINGF I ELD IL 6270.-
EO.AR05 JENNIFER L 851 SO PARK AVE SPAINGF IELD IL 62104 
HALCLl AUIGAIL LEE 170B W GOVERNOR SJ SPA I NGF IELD IL b27tH 
HUFF ANN LORENE •z CIRCLE OR SPRINGFIELD 
JOHNSON CHERYL LYNN AT 1• tiOX 316A SPRINGFIELD IL 627ur 
KONZELMANN DANIEL J l 52 0 W L AI<. E OR SPAINGF IELO IL 627ul 
LENTZ LYNETTE ANN lb NIGHTINGALE OR SPA INGF I ELD IL 621<JI 
MYHAA LYNN MARIE 2519 w.CHESTfR BLVD SPRINGF IELO IL 627tH 
ROSEBERRY TODD A 420 ADELIA SPA INGF IELO IL 621 v" 
SCHOEOEL WILLIAM A 1620 S PARK SPA INGF IELD 
SELTZER OANNY RR 2 SOX 280 SPAIN4ei"IELO IL 627<" 
STAP\..ETON PATRICIA A 21ll LOWELL SPA I NGI" I ELO IL 627v• 
STEINER MICHAEL J 2377 E KEYS SPA I N4eF I ELD IL 627o.· 
•ILLIAMS KATHERINE AT !Se BOX 74 ST ANNE IL 60~.r . .-
LOVETT MARK EDWARD 615 W 1ST ST ST ELMO IL 624'><t 
LITZELMAN SUSAN M P 0 SOX IJ I STE MARIE 
EVERETT DORINDA RAE AT lo BOX 100 STEW.AOSON IL 624<. 1 





HORTON LUCINDA LEE 
LEHMN .IAH£ E 
SCHERER CAPRICE A 
DANCE BOBBY DALE 
DCMNS EDifAAD M Ill 
H£NINCiEA MICHELLE A 
MANSFIELD MATTHEW A 
Tl&.L IS AiOHDA L 
WHITE SHARON KAYE 
BA£EA MARY L YHN 
DETERS BAlAN J 
OILQEA KRISTINE M 
HEaiiEN K£HNY .IOSEPH 
•lESSlN~ THEODORE E 
OVINGTON JAMES A 
OVINGTON .lAMES A 
•OODAAD DAWN L YHH 
NICHOLS .lULlE LYNNE 
HATFIELD SHELLEY .I 
GLICK GAYLE LINNETT 
ALLEN KIMBERLY KAY 
80AAIES SAM F 
BRINKLEY BA£HDA K 
HILL .IAHET ELAINE 
~ MICHAEL ALLEN 
MATZ OEIAA E 
tA:t I C:."" I '-L. a nu a-.~ ._ .... • ......... 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL I' 
ZIP CODE GROUP 
STREET CITY-STATE 
SULLIVAN 
225 N. CALHOUN SULLIVAN 
AT 3eTIMBERLAKE GC SUl.LI VAN 
55 HANNON CT TAYLORVILLE 
830 SE QUOI A C T TAYLORVILLE 
510 • MAIN CROSS TAYLORVILLE 
509 E MAIN CROSS TAYLORVILLE 
2800 E PAAK TAYLORVILLE 
520 WEST ST TAYLORVILLE 
RT 1e BOX 283 TEUTOPOLIS 
RA 2 BOX 12 TEUTOPOLIS 
314 N GREEN ST TEUTOPOLIS 
316 N GREEN ST TEUTOPOLIS 
RT 1 TEUTOPOLIS 
BOX 221 THAYER 
BOX 221 THAYER 
AT I BOX 103 THOMASBORO 
304 W 5TH ST TILTON 
PO BOX 26 TOLEDO 
103 N CON> IT TOLONO 
AT 2 
306 SOUTH PARKE TUSCOLA 
AT 2 BOX 202 TUSCOLA 
AR 3 TUSCOLA 
811 E PINZON TUSCOLA 
1304-2 CHRISTOPHER URBANA 






























• NAME STREET Cl TV-STATE za .. 
• NEUMANN MARSHALL G 2211 S CGrTAGE GROVE URBANA IL 61601 
• 
PALMER MARLEN DIANE fUI 2 BQ)( 12 URBANA IL 61601 
VANWIE EO ITH M 1605 WILLOw •215 URBANA IL 61801 
HUBERT BARBARA J 1835 LIBERTY AVE URBANA IL 61801 
ADAMS ELIZABETH E 916 JAY STREET VANDALIA IL 62471 
FRAILEY JODIE KAY 6 16 BOW OA I VE VANDALIA IL 62411 
JOHNSON PATRICIA J RT 3• BOX 79 VANDALIA IL 62411 
• 
FUNK GREGORY DEANE RTE •1• OOlC 86 VILLA GJlCV£ IL 61956 
BELL JUOENE LOUISE R A 2 BOX 163 VIRGINIA lL 62691 
DURBIN ~ENOA MARIE WAPELLA IL 61777 
CALLISS MARIA ELISA 40 I HILLDALE ST WASHINGTON IL 61571 
SMITH JASON LYLE .3 2 1 E JEFF EASON •A TSEKA IL 60910 
c COUTURI.UX MATTHE• P 195 Ill TREMONT WAVERLY IL 626'.~2 
LOVE MATTHE• EUGENE RT 2o BOX 146 WAVERLY IL 62692 
GRAHAM MICHELLE A JH le ROX 93 WELLINGTON IL 60973 
c CLODFELTER KATHLEEN RR 2 •EST SALEM IL 624 76 
lolR 1 BOX 144 WHEELER IL 62479 
GAST GARR GIL IH 1 • BOX 1 1 3 •HITE HEATH IL 6161!4 
' 
PANKAU DAVID STEPHEN 138 A1 RR WHITE HEATH IL 61884 
MARSHALL GINA CAROL 216 MCGRATH ST WILLIAMSVILLE IL 62693 
HEATON CHERYL ANN RR 2 BOX 137 WINCHESTER IL 62694 
BEEN RICK LEE 512 N WAU.UT WINDSOR IL 61957 
EIOENT JOYCE ANN 1112 BROADWAY WINDSOR IL 61957 
MORGAN TRACY LYNN 913 E OHIO WINDSOR IL 61951 
BUTZOW TODD W BOX 173 WOODLAND IL 60974 














HOARD NANCY ANN 
LYONS JACQUELINE KAY 
-IGHT PAULA MARIE 
STELLHORN DIANA KAY 
GROTH MONICA L 
HARDY TAMMY RENEE 
KLINGEL KAROL RUTH 
LUECHTEFELO KEVIN L 
PETERS ANY LOUISE 
REIFSCHNEIDER RHONDA 
REYNOLDS POLLY ANNA 
'MITH ALLISON NOREEN 
•ARO SCOTT ROBERT 
BRYAN LYNETTE A 
DIETRICH AN~ANETTE M 
•OLLERMAN JULIE R 
BRADDOCK DAVID LEE 
BURKETT TERESA RENEE 
HERING BRETT ALLEN 
HOLTGRAYE COAl AN~ 
SCHAFER SUSAN ~ANE 
RUST MERLE STEVEN 
ALTEKRUSE MICHAEL C 
SCHULTZ LA•RENCE M 
OUNSTORFF MELANIE K 
HUELS GAIL MARJE 
NEHAT JULIE RENE 
.JAt"08 ROBERT A 
STREET 
BOX 57 
AT 2e BOX 592 
404 S 5TH STeBX 5 
1404 ALBANY STA AD 
49 SCARLET OR 
22 WINDSOR DR 
128 CARDINAL DRIVE 
3113 WEST BLVD 
1616 WEST BLVD 
11 PRESIDENT WAY 
500 LEAWOOD 
63 DALE ~LEN DR 
1004 S MAIN 
RT 3 
ATE U BOX 83 
RT 2 
PO BOX 146 
R R 1 BOX 35 
389 N 8TH ST 
RR 1 BOX 35 
RR BOX 290 
902 TAYLOR DR 
1602 •EST FREEMAN 
611 FRANKL IN ST 
1731 FAIRFAX ST 
ATE 3 
RR 4 
EASTERN ILLih-~S UNIVE 
DEAN•S LIST FOR FALL I 
ZIP CODE GROUP ~ 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
ALMA IL 62807 
ALMA IL 62807 
ANNA IL 62906 
IL 62217 
BELLEVILLE IL 62223 
BELLEVILLE IL 62220 
BELLEVILLE IL 62223 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62223 
BELLEVILLE IL 62221 
BELLEVILLE IL 62223 
BENTON IL 62812 
BENTON IL 62812 
BINGHAM IL 62011 
BLUFORD IL 62814 
BONE GAP IL 62815 
BONE GAP IL 62815 
BREESE IL 62230 
BRIGHTON JL 62012 
BUNKER HILL IL 62014 
CARBONDALE JL 62901 
CARBONDALE IL 62901 
CARLYLE IL 62231 
CARLYLE IL 62231 
CARLYLE JL 62231 









MYRNA NANCY ANN 
BALLARD LANCE E 
CASTELLARI MICHAEL L 
MORDINI NARY J 
WEIDNER DONNA KAY 
KEENE KRI S ANNE 
YJVOD ERICA LYNN 
WENDS LAURIE ANN 
PALMER VALERIE RAE 
RIDER REGINA ANNE 
POTTER ANTOINETTE 0 
WETSTEIN KENNETH A 
MILLER WILLIAM AOBT 
BOND JULIE ANN 
MALENCH ROBERTA LYNN 
MOSBY MARINA LYNN 
MCGILL DEBRA S 
ELLERBUSCH KATHRYN A 
RJECHMAN MARSHA KAY 
HENSON KIMBERLY ANN 
HUMPHREY JULIE ANN 
CARPENTER JOHN II Ill 
GREEN THOMAS JOSEPH 
GRIMM KIMBERLY ANN 
KAPP MICHELE C 
LANGENDORF DANIEL H 
BARTER JENNIFER RAE 
BITTLE TODD PATRICK 
STREET 
60 MCNTGOMERY CIA 
RT 1e BOX 63 
519 MURRAY DRIVE 
636 S PLEASANT 
RR 1 
1304 LEX lNGTON 
417 OFARRELL 
302 BRIDLE RIDGE 
AT I. BOX 22 
P 0 BOX 304 
626 N 41ST ST 
5603 LAKE DR 
310 BROADIIAY 
417 WARREN 
1001 ST LOUIS ST 
RTE I BOX 604 
RT 2e BOX 435 
16 DEBRA DR 
RTE BOX 22 
•01 S LOCUST 
BOX 207 
1007 ~OBERT DA 
1700 KAREN CT 
2300 WASHINGTON AVE 
501 KILLARNEY 
215 W STATE ST 
1009 S RWSEYEL T 
915 S GRANGER 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVE~ 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 1S 
ZIP CODE G~OUP 3 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
CARMI lL 62821 
CARROLLTON IL 62016 
CENTRALIA lL 62801 
CENTRALIA lL 62801 
CLAY CITY IL 6282" 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 
COLLINSVILLE IL 6223" 
COLLINSVILLE IL 62234 
DONGOLA IL 62926 
DONGOLA IL 62926 
E ST LOUIS JL 62205 
E ST LOUIS IL 62203 
EAST ALTON JL 62024 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025 
ELDORADO JL 62930 
FAIRVIEW HTS IL 62208 
FARINA IL 62838 
FLORA JL 62839 
FLORA IL 62839 
GODFREY IL 62035 
GODFREY IL 62035 
GRANITE CITY JL 62040 
GREENVILLE IL 62246 
HARRISBURG IL 62946 
HARRISBURG IL 62946 













EILERMAN GREG GERARD 
GEPPERT REBECCA KAY 
KORTE KAREN .J 
HAUSLER PAULA A 
KNOLHOFF RHONDA SUE 
SUMMERS .JOHN FRED 
BRAKENHOFF BARBARA K 
PASTROVICH CRYSTAL L 
RUSSELL KRISTIN .JANE 
ARCHAINBAULT DELORES 
HEITMAN KAREN .J 
.JONES STEVEN GARY 
MCGEE SUSAN LYNN 
TRAUB DANETTE KAY 
LE.US .JULIE K 
FERGUSON STEVEN MARK 
ERAOY SHANNON 
DONAHOE ROBERTA ANN 
HOBBS CHRISTINE N 
SCHORR TIMOTHY B 
SIMON MARK 0 
KLAAS MARY HELEN 
UNDERWOOD MELISSA A 
KOCH MARTHA L 
MIDDLETON MICHELLE A 
MUELLER KIMBERLY SUE 
KEIL PATRICE ANNETTE 
STREET 
705 ZSCHOKKE 
1224 PINE ST 
809 CYPRESS ST 
RT 
RT 1o BOX 184 
PO BOX 163 
RT lo BOX 60 
RT 2 BOX 139 
602 E RYDER 




205 SO MAIN 
618 E MAIN ST 
336 SALEM 
1203 W HARNETT 
618 E MAIN 
531 N. .JACKSON 
19 COACHLIGHT OR 
BOX 66A 
300 E 4TH ST 
44 COACHL.ITE OR 
414 PARKVIEW OR 
21c;: >- I'.>Tti 'iT 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVE 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL I 
ZIP CODE GROUP :; 
CITY-STATE ZIP 
HIGHLAND IL 62249 
HIGHLAND IL 62249 
HIGHLAND IL 62249 
HOYLETON IL 62803 
HOYLETON IL 62803 
KEENSBURG IL 62852 
LITCHFIELD IL 62056 
LITCHFIELD IL 62056 
LITCHFIELD IL 62056 
LOUISVILLE IL 62858 
LOUISVILLE IL 62858 
LOUISVILLE IL 62858 
LOUISVILLE IL 62858 
LOUISVILLE IL 62858 
MARISSA IL 62257 
MASCAUTAH IL 62258 
MASCOUTAH IL 62258 
MASCOUTAH IL 62258 
MASCOUTAH IL 62258 
MASCOUTAH IL 62258 
MASCOUTAH IL 62258 
MEPPEN IL 62064 
MEPPEN IL 62064 
METROPOLIS IL 62960 
MILLSTADT IL 62260 
MILLSTADT IL 62260 












STRICKLIN TERESA L 
STUESSEL .JILL ANN 
HOEFKER NANCY .JEAN 
LASH TODD AARON 
W HJTLOCK ALETTA ANN 
DUPRIEST GINA LEIGH 
FREOERKING SUSAN p 
SACHTELEBEN TRACI L 
HACKER TINA MARIE 
ONES CHARLES OEAh 
WHITLOW ANN ARLENE 
.JACKSON SUSAN N 
REILLY MARTHA ANN 
DEMPSEY LISA GRACE 
HILYARD SUSAN LYNN 
.JACKSON TIMOTHY .JOHN 
NICHOLS PAUL MATTHEW 
~CHMIOT .JEFFREY H 
BROWN DONNA KAY 
ALBERTERNST OANETTE 
HORTENSTINE MATTHEW 
SCOOLER CHRISTINE E 
WEFER MICHAEL ALAN 
BAHDE AMY SUE 
FOSTER MARY BETH 
RUBACH HEATHER K 
GASEOR MARGARET C 
STREET 
903 w 5TH sr 
108 LADUE DR 
RT lo BOX 59 
37 CROWNIIIEW 
1008 S 26TH ST 
utAN 1 5 LIST FOR FALL 19E 
ZIP CODE GROUP 3 
Cl TV-STATE ZIP 
MT CARMEL IL 62863 
MT CARMEL IL 62863 
MT OLIVE IL 62069 
MT VERNON IL 62864 
MT. VERNON IL 62864 
43 WESTWOOOoPO BX402 MURPHYSBORO IL 62966 
501 W ELM NASHVILLE IL tl2263 
709 W ST LOUIS ST NASHVILLE IL 62263 
NEW BADEN IL 62265 
105 W SOUTH ST NOKOMIS IL 62075 
RR 2 BOX 91A NOKOMIS IL 62075 
RTE *1 BOX 150 NORRIS CITY IL 62869 
1017 GREEN TRAIL CT O'FALLON IL 62269 
*309 DONNA OR OFALLON IL 62269 
315 NANCY OR OFALLON IL 62269 
408 WESTMJ NSTER OFALLON IL 62269 
314 EDNA ()R OFALLON IL 62269 
308 EDNA DE OFALLON IL 62269 
BOX 207 POCAHONTAS IL 62275 
RT 1 o BOX 1 7 28 POCHONTAS IL 62275 
220 E 4THo BOX 397 RAMSEY IL 62080 
185 S 1 8° ST SCOTT AFB IL 62225 
RTE BOX 93 SHOBONIER IL 62885 
RT 1o BOX 47 ST PETER IL 62880 
704 ALASKA ST STAUNTON IL 62088 
RT lo BOX 273 STEELEVILLE IL 62288 






HARPSTRITE TAMARA L 
VOSS RANDALL LEE 
SEIDLER MICHELLE L 
MASTERS SHERYL AN~ 
ALBERS ANGELA MARIE 
BERRY JENNIFER MARIE 
DONNELL G E OW AR 0 
HECKENBERGER BRET J 
KNOKE GINA S 
NEWTON DIANA LEE 
TANNAHILL DEBRA E 
SPENCER CHRISTINA L 
BAILEY ANN NICOLE 
MCGREW BRIAN DUANE 
STREET 
RT 2• BOX 137C 
RT 
RT 2, BOX 161 
P.O. BOX 191 
636 JAMES 
RT 1 BOX 87A 
413 HILLCREST OR 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVER 
DEAN'S LIST FOR FALL 19 
ZIP CODE GROUP 3 
CI TV-STATE ZIP 
TRENTON IL 62293 
TRENTON IL 62293 
VALMEYER IL 62295 
WALTONVILLE IL 6289.-
WATERLOO IL 62298 
WATERLOO IL 62298 
WATERLOO IL 62298 
R3.BXB4.LAKE LUCILLE WATERLOO IL 62298 
R.R. 2t OOX 48 WATERLOO IL 62298 
RR 2 BOX 206A WATERLOO IL 62298 
RT WAYNE CITY J.L 62895 
239 S CENTRAL WOOD RIVER IL 62095 
RT lt BOX 89 XENIA IL 62899 
RT XENIA IL 62899 
u tod_:465 
EASTERN ILLINOl~ UN&V~"~&IT 
DEAN'~ 1ST FOR FALL 1987 PAGE 29 
1-2/20/87 ~_.p CODE GROUP 4 
NAJ4E STREET CITY-STATE ZIP GPA CLASS MAJ MA..IOR DESCRIPTION 
GOVE ERIC LEE 5215 E FIRST ST AUSTIN TX 78702 3.87 4 009 MANAGEMENT 
AUBUCHON JANET ELIZ 1824 HARBOR MILL DR FENTON MO 63026 3e63 3 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
KOMPARE DAVID L 798 BARTON ST E FRUITLAND ONTARI 00000 3e65 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
COSTA TINA MARIE 51921 GENT IAN LN GRANGER IN 46530 4.00 4 027 SPECIAL EDUCATICN 
DALLAS BOBS I s NO ADDRESS 3.63 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
MCCARTHY MARY-JO 920 VISTULA DR PICKERING ON 00000 3e80 3 104 HEALTH STUDIES 
HARRISON SCOTT P 907 WINDSONG RICHARDSON TX 75081 4.00 3 061 PSYCHOLOGY 
FUJIMOTO JON-ERIC 8625 CASSI ER I CIRCLE SACRAMENTO IL 95828 3.67 4 042 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
._, 
SCHME ITS HANS WOUWERSOREEF 2 SCHOTEN BELLGM 99999 3e80 3 013 ECONO~ICS 
021 FRENCH 
POIIfELL KELLY ANN 709 W DELAWARE CT SELLERSBURG IN 47172 4e00 1 000 UNDECLARED UNOERGRAO MAJOR 
~ FINK RICHARD a 606 FOXHOUND CT SIMPSONVILLE sc 29681 3.60 2 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
LEPSKI KEVIN c 2612M S.FIELO CROSS ST. LOUIS MO 63129 3.80 1 124 PRE-BUSINESS 
··' 
HACKERT PHILIPP DANNECKS TR • 7 WEST GERMANY 00000 3e92 1 045 MUSIC 
